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abstract.
I have made an attempt in this thesis at a systematic 
topological classification of the endomorphisms of a 
vector "bundle . Chapter one provides the motivation for 
such a classification and for the notions of 'local' and 
'global' topological equivalence of bundle endomorphisms 
that are given in Chapter 2. Both the local and global 
classification problems turned out to be a great deal 
more difficult than anticipated. A complete local and 
global classification of the generic endomorphisms of 
real and complex line bundles over a smooth manifold is 
given in Chapter 2. For real plane bundles, the local 
classification problem is partly solved, but no attempt 
is made at the global problem. Chanter 3 gives the 
complete local classification for generic endomorphisms 
that have bifurcations of codimension one. Finally in 
Chapter 4 an attempt is made at the codimensions two and 
four local classification problems. Only partial results 
and conjectures are offered. Other notions of local 
equivalence are suggested.
I I
There seems to have "been no systematic attempt at a 
topological classification of the endomorphisms of a 
vector "bundle. Motivation for such a classification 
arises in "basically two areas of mathematics. The problem 
may "be approached with the view points of these two areas 
in mind. We shall call one very loosely, the 'homotopy' 
point of view (embracing the areas of abstract algebraic 
topology, geometric topologyjetc. ) and the other the 
'differential' point of view (including for example the 
areas of dynamical systems, differential topology, etc. ).
In the followingjI shall endeavour to explain more 
precisely what sort of questions arise in these areas 
that motivate the proposed classification of the endomorphisms 
of a vector bundle.
Let us consider 'the homotopy point of view'.
It is well known that the image of a vector bundle 
under a bundle endomorphism is not in general a vector 
bundle. The classification of these 'bundle - like' 
objects (i.e. the 'images' of vector bundles) ic a difficult 
unsolved problem. Indeed it is not even clear how the 
problem should be approached (for example is there a 
convenient category in which these 'bundle - like' objects 
occur as objects along bide vector bundles?) In this 
thesis an approach to the problem is suggested, namely- 
via a topological classification of the endomorphisms.
ZThe source of inspiration for the type of classification
suggested here, was the paper of Kuiper and Robbin C
on a classification of the endomorphisms of a vector space.
In thair paper, they classify the endomorphisms up to 
topological eonjugacy. Trivally one could classify the 
endomorphisms of a vector "bundle, by a 'fibre - by - fibre' 
approach using their results, that is a 'pointwise' 
classification that does not take into account the structure 
or continuity of the bundle Such an approach is clearly 
unsatisfactory. A definition of topological conjugacy of 
bundle endomorphisms is suggested in chapter 2, that
involves the structure of the bundle. The definitions
• *given, lead to the local classification problem and the
'global classification' problem for bundle-endomorphisms.
The problems are very difficult. A complete solution is 
given (in chapter 2) to both problems only in the case of 
real and complex line bundles (contrast the 'five lines' 
in LA-l taken to give the classification of endomorphisms 
o f '•! !). A partial solution to the local classification 
problem for real plane bundles is given in chapter 3.
So as not to encumber the reader with technicalities 
and too many formal definitions}in the following discussion, 
we consider only trivial real or complex finite - dimensional 
bundles E over some Euclidean space X, and we refer to a 
bundle endomorphism P of E in the more intuitive way, as 
a family of matrices (square) over X i.e a continuous 
(or smooth, etc.) map ,\f ; X M ( n , n ) where M  (n,n) is the 
space of real or complex matrices and n is the dimension 
of the fibres of E. The general idea of a global (or local) 
topological conjugacy between two families of matrices on 
X (or on some open set UC X) ie a fibre - preserving
Vhomeomorphism of E (or E/U) such that its restriction to 
a fibre Ex of E conjugates the two members of the two 
families evaluated at x, (a priori, this conjugacy 
varies continuously with x). The interesting problem 
from the 'homotopy' point of view is the local classification 
of families in the neighbourhood of a zero matrix. For 
example, it is shown in chapter 2 that given two families 
of 1 * 1 complex matrices in the neighbourhood of a 
zero - matrix, if a certain obstruction is zero, then the 
two families are locally equivalent. In proving the 
global equivalence of the two families of matrices,a 
similar obstruction occurs. It is in the local 
classification of matrices in the neighbourhood of a matrix 
with at least one eigenvalue of real or complex modulus one, 
that we are naturally led to impose certain differentiability 
and transversality restrictions. It seems plausible, 
that once sufficient differential structure has been 
introduced to solve the local classification problem no 
further differential structure is required to solve the 
global classification problem. Therefore the global 
classification of locally equivalent families is of 
particular interest from the homotopy point of view 
(a complete solution to this problem is given in chapter 2 
for real and complex 1 * 1 matrices over an arbitrary 
paracompact space X.).
There is a further aspect to the classification of 
bundle endomorphisms or the classification of 'bundle - 
like' objects, where a differential structure may simplify 
the problem. With E and X smooth manifolds, one may define 
the notion of a generic smooth family, and then a generic 
'bundle - like' object. The generic 'bundle - like' objects
do not include, unfortunately(?Jall vector "bundles. For
example the Mobius "bundle (i.e. the non - trivial line 
"bundle over S') is the image of an endomorphism
, which is not generic (see chapter 3). 
Certainly the notion of genericity here excludes particularly 
’nasty' 'bundle - like' objects (e.g. rsdially shrinking 
Mobius bundles that disintegrate at the origin). Generic 
'bundle - like' objects may be of most interest when the 
bundle E is T(X), the tangent bundle over X and the 
endomorphism F is defined as follows : -
given a d -  map f r X-*X, F is defined such that the 
following diagram commutes : -
where f*(T(X) )* T(X) and f : f*(T(X) )^T(x) is the 
standard map covering f.
In the theory of singularities of differentiable maps, a 
local classification of these tangent bundle endomorphisms 
in the neighbourhood of a singular point seems an interesting 
problem. A related local classificatiom problem, is the 
classification of families of matrices satisfying certain 
integrability conditions. This brings us to : -  
The'Dlfferentlal' point of view.
It is not clear just how much information about 
¿’-maps f : X-* X can be deduced from the local classification 
of the endomorphisms F of T(X) (defined as above). In 
the neighbourhood of a singular point of f, it may be
rr
idx fX *x >X
ftt'ivrj. ~ij- •■. ;A. • _?
possible to deduce more about f from the local classification 
of endomorphisms ’exp F* (’exp P' is defined locally in 
the obvious way, where exp : End( )->Aut( /i?") is the 
standard exponential map, mapping a neighbourhood of the 
zero matrix diffeomorphically dnto a neighbourhood of the 
identity). This remark was prompted by the consideration 
of the following problem.
Consider a family of linear differential equations
of the form f  dy = A„y> where A : X-»End(i2n) is continuous 
C dt J
(or smooth, etc.). The problem of classifying the
families ¿A^Jdoes not seem of any real interest, but
rather the familiesfexpAxj. The reason here is clear.
A solution of the differential equation dy = A*y withdt
initial condition y c, or 'orbit' through y^is given by the 
set £ exp(tAx)y0 , t t <R J . The solutions or orbits of the 
differential equation give a subdivision of called the 
orbit system of A, (we can in fact define the orbit 
systems of A*, without reference to differential equations). 
The natural definition of an equivalence between two orbit 
systems of R r' is in terms of a homeomorphism -y : < A 7",
such that V  and 'V-'1 take orbits into orbits. (A complete 
classification of such orbit systems on fP / is given in a 
paper by Kuiper [ 3 J. ) One may then define in the obvious 
way a local orbital equivalence between families of 
^iffcrential equations. It would seem from my attempts at 
classifying up to local topological equivalence, families 
of 2 *  2 matrices in the neighbourhood of the identity ( °j ) 
or a Shear ( [« '] ) that the related problem of classifying 
these families up to local orbital equivalence is at least 
as difficult, if not equivalent. Intuitively the equivalence 
of the problems seems plausible: broadly - speaking, a
e.
topological equivalence "between two matrices preserves 
Z - orbits (i.e. the orbits of the Z - actions on ■'R, 
defined "by the matrices), an orbital equivalence "between 
two matrices, preserves R  - orbits (see above) and for 
matrices arbitrarily close to C or [¡> .'] , the actions 
become arbitrarily close. ( aU ^ [ ( l +A) / r u Z ] is dense in
/\ for any i>  0). (Note this does not imply that a given 
conjugacy <j> : and a given orbital equivalence
y  : are arbitrarily close but rather that by
suitable modifications of Y and 0  , they can be made 
arbitrarily close: moreover to obtain the result that 
local topological equivalence and local orbital equivalence 
are 'the same', the modification of V and must be done 
in a 'continuous manner'.) Restating the local classification 
problem of families of matrices in terms of the language 
of bifurcation theory makes clearer why a complete solution 
is possible or simple for some cases but not for others.
In a family of matrices a bifurcation point (relative to 
topological equivalence, for example) is a point (matrix) 
such that in any neighbourhood of that point, there are 
matrices of different . topological type. More precisely 
topological equivalence defines a stratification of the 
space of n » n matrices (this, actually has only been 
proved for n = 1,2), a bifurcation point is a point in the 
boundary of one of the strata. Its codimension is the 
codimension of the strata to which it belongs. For families 
of matrices with no bifurcation points, a local classification 
can be given relatively simply in any dimension (see chapter 3). 
The local classification problem at points of codimension 
one, is essentially the 'differential' problem solved in 
this thesis. We in fact only give the solution for lxl
-t
and 2 * 2  matrices, but these results point to the general 
solution in higher dimensions (for example, to prove the
(. flocal equivalence of pointwise equivalent families having 
Just one eigenvalue equal to 1 is quite straightforward)
It is in the local classification of families in the 
neighbourhood of points of codimension 2 or more, that 
the problem becomes extremely difficult. Chapter 4 gives 
an attempt at the solution, though what seems to be indicated 
here, is that methods that solve the codimension one problem 
do not solve the problem for codimension > 1 . Possibly a 
weaker notion of 'local equivalence' is required. One 
such, is suggested namely 'deleted local equivalence'. 
Effectively the problem is reduced to codimension one.
8. Topological Classification of the Endomorphlsms of a
Vector Space.
In this section, we summarize the results of Kuiper 
and Robbin [4] , for the readers benefit, and give a 
simple proof of their unsolved conjecture in the case of 
the vector space R L (a more general^ rather deep theorem 
in S>j does in fact give this result, amongst other things ! )
Let V  be a real vector space and f : V-*V be a linear 
endomorphism of V. Then V admits an f - invariant direct 
sum decomposition :
V = W-”(f ) evr(f)© W°(f)* W'(f ) 
where the eigenvalues A  of
t *  = fA/ff(f) (e- - 0. , + , 0  , - )
satisfy the following conditions • -
8dim (fcr) is the dimension of W^if) ( = 00 , + f i  f -)
or(fff) is the sign of the determinant of to- 
or(ta-) = 1 if fa- preserves orientation and 
j or(fc) = - 1 if fV reverses orientation.
Linear endomorphisms f,g : V-s»V are said to he 
topologically conjugate^f-i g, if there exists a homeomorphisra 
h : (V,0)-^(V,0) such that the following diagram commutes
f
( v , o ) -------> (v ,o )
i
h h
( v , o ) ---g—»■ (v ,o )
(one need not require h(0) = 0: the weaker form however 
is easily shown to he equivalent to that given above.)
If h can he chosen linear, then f and g are said to
Che linearly equivalent, f~ g.
We state the result of Kuiper and Rohhin as follows 
Conjecture A. If f and g are periodic linear automorphisms, 
then f ^ g  if and only if f - g.
Theorem of Kuiper and Rohhin. Let f.g he endomorphisms 
of a finite dimensional vector space. Assume conjecture 
A is true. Then f~ g if and only if dim(f,-) = dim (g-), 
or (fr) = or (gj, dim(f-) = dim(g-), or (f-) = or (gj, 
fr v g~ and f0~ g a .
• y.
MS?.
Clearly if W°(f) = W°(g) = 0, then the assumption 
concerning conjecture A is not required.
In point of fact, they prove a rather better theorem 
than that given here. But this will suffice for our 
purpose of studying endomorphisms of real line and plane 
bundles.
We prove conjecture A on tH .
Theorem 2.1. Let f,g be periodic rotations of ^ , 
then f<t g if and only if f -i- g.
Proof. 'if11. Trivial.
'only if1 Assume f ^  g i.e. there exists a homeomorphism
h : (IS1, 0) such that f • h = h • g .
Let f : be given by the formula : -
T(r, d  ) = (r, 9 + gTTp. ), 0 < fp, l < q, and (p, ,qf ) coprime.
<!•
Also g : (H is given by : -
g(r, 0 ) = (r, 9 + gjrp, ) 0 < ipj < q, (p^.q*) coprime.
If f-tg, then q, = = q^f* = g<t‘= fb = gV = id.)
Then f and g are linearly equivalent if p, = ± pt .
We may assume I 8 ti p, | < tt and 12 tt pt/ ^ 77- 
1 q 1 ' ~q *'if not, for example if j grip, j > JT , then replace
f by f i.e. f(r, 6 ) = (r, 6 - 2 tt (q - p, ) )
7qand consider the problem for f and g,(f -4- g) .
We also assume h(l,0) = ( 1,0) , for if not the linearity
of f implies we may replace h by the conjugacy given by 
the formula : -
(r, 6 )<-*• (h ‘ |r, Q , h1 (r, & ) - h* (1 ,0 ) ) 
where h/IS1- 10} = h/(£* * S' = (h’.h1 ) / *  S 1
and h1 : (V* S 1 —?? li? and hx : S 1 -> S 1
r n m z s mTon ?Vj>i s m
U),
Define a loop L^  in ¡¡i -tOl as follows:-
Ujoin (1,0) e S' and (l, 2 r p ,  )e 31 by a cqjrterclockwise path 
in A - I Q ] (if p,>0 : otherwise, clockwise), then join
(1, 2 v  p. ) and (1, 4 n p . ) "by a counterclockwise path in
q q
fi? - { 0 1  (if p,> 0, etc. ) and so on : finally join (1, (q-l)2rrp, )
qand (1,0).
Retracting this loop L* onto S ‘, we have 
retr.*Lf : (S* ,0)-* (S',0) is a map (l'^
of degree p,((p,,q) are coprime).
Now h(l,0) = (1,0), and h‘f = g«h ,
f 0,0)
hence h(l, 2 n  p, ) = (1, 2 v  p^) ,
q qalso h(l, n(gTT p, ) ) = (1, n(gfr p.) ), n = 0,1,2 , . ,,q-l ,
q qand the path joining (1,0) to (l.gTi p , ) maps under h
q
to a path joining (1,0) and (l,g-n pr), and since hl^-tOj
q
is a homeomorphism , (and therefore homotopic to iid^ .,.)
then the path joining (1,0) and (l,gTi pt ) has winding number
q0, and the same sense as the path joining (1,0) and
(1, g t: p.) if h is orientSfcation preserving (otherwise ,
q
the opposite sense). Similarly the path joining (1, gn p, )
qand (1.4n p, ) maps under h to a path of winding number 0 
Joining ^l,g-n p. ) and (1.4 b p . ) , .....etc. .
q t qRetracting h“Lf: S ’-v 10 J onto S', we have, 
retr. -h*!^: (S', 0)-e(S' , 0) is a map of degree p^, .
But h|/tf -¡0> is a homeomorphism and therefore homotopic 
to * id^!S( . Hence p, «= ± pz .
The following result is easily deduced from theorem 2 . 1.. 
Corollary g, 1,1. Let f, g :/C'^'be periodic rotations of %  
f (r,6) = (r, 9+£.) and g(r,t>) = (r,e +A) . Then thereis 
an orientation preserving homeomorphism conjugating f and g
lf and only if f = g ,
Zfr:
y
3. Traneversallty, Jet Bundles» Stratifications and 
Whitney ¿"^-Topology .
By a ¿f*”-manifold (or smooth manifold), we shall mean 
a finite-dimensional, ^ -differentiable manifold without 
boundary, not neccessarily compact. We have ignored the 
possibility of obtaining more general results on
-manifolds (r> l) so as not to clutter the exposition 
with details on the'size' of r for particular properties 
required. Our submanifolds X,cx are all regular 
submanifolds.
Transversality. Let X, Y be manifolds and f :X->Yj 
a -map. Let W be a submanifold of Y and x a point in X.
Then f is said to be transversal to W at x (f% W at x),
if either, (a) f (x)j^  W , or
( )  f(x)£ W and O^Y) = U W )  + (Df)x(Tx(X)) .
If for each xt AcX, f<ii W at x, then we say f is transversal
to W on A (for A = X we omit ’on X * ).
Transversality is a neccessary ingredient in any 
definition of genericity of maps from one manifold into 
another . A further ingredient is a topology on the 
space of maps. Rather than restrict ourselves to compact 
manifolds, we employ a topology suited to the set of maps 
from a non - compact manifold into another; namely, the 
Whitney /f'"’- topology (or the - fine topology). The 
definition is best given in terms of Jet bundles. We 
briefly review the basic definition of : - 
Jet Bundles.
Let X,Y be <f~- manifolds, and f,g, : X-*Y,if- maps
such that for some pt X,q<r Yjf(p) = g(p) = q. Then
(i). f and g are X - equivalent at p, if there is
contact of order k :
d r(f( x ) , g ( x ) )  = o(d*(x,p) )“
— 51
11
where dx and dy are metrics on X and Y  (respectively), 
k — equivalence is independent of the metrics d* and dy , 
and is an equivalence relation. Also k - equivalence ^  
k - 1 equivalence.
(ii). The k - jet of a smooth map f at a point p in X 
is the k - equivalence class of maps from X to Y to which 
f belongs;
3K(f) = l e  I g*f at p ] .
(X,Y) denotes the set of k - equivalence classes of
mappings f : X -> Y where f(p) = q .
Finally Jk (X,Y) = J^(X,Y), (disjoint union),
Jk(X,Y) has a natural structure as a finite dimensional 
manifold.
The Whitney -  topology on £  (X,Y).
Rather than give a completely formal definition, we give 
a description of the G> topology in terms of the neighbourhood 
"basis of a point f in £ *  (X,Y) and a metric d on J k (X,Y), 
compatible with its topology , (the formal definition 
makes no such use of a metric d).
Define J f i  (f) = ( g  « ^ "(X,Y) ¡V x e  X, d(jkfW, jkg(x) ) <  S  ( x ) f  
where S  : X^iR* is a continuous function.
This is an open set for each such <5. The collection l  yV's (f)j 
form a neighbourhood basis of f in the Whitney 5 - topology 
The Whitney £°°- topology is given by the union of all 
the bases for the £  -  topologies, for k ^  o. Intuitively, 
two maps are close together in this 'fine' topology means 
that these two maps (and any number of their derivatives) 
approach each other arbitrarily quickly at infinity.
Thus there are neighbourhoods of a l map f such that 
’the perturbations of f' in thea; neighbourhood? are 
arbitrarily small 'at infinity'.
We shall mainly he concerned with the space 
when Y Is a stratified manifold.
Stratifications.
It is not generally agreed which is the 'best' definition 
of a stratification. We give a fairly weak form.
Let Y be a ê ~ — manifold . A stratification S  of Y 
is a partition of Y into a finite number of submanifolds
¿S;J called strata (not necessarily connected) such that 
Y s U 8 : satisfying the boundary condition i.e. for each 
stratum cJS^  = S - S^is the union of strata of lower
dimension. A further condition is required for the strata 
to 'fit together nicely'. Let Y be embedded in Euclidean 
space of some suitable dimension. Then the stratification 
£ of Y is said to satisfy the 'Whitney condltion-(a)' 
if for each pair of strata 8 ,^ Sj and points yt Y, such 
that S; i 8; J y the following holds : - 
given a sequence { xj in SL converging to y in Sj, if 
[ T ^ S ^ ) ]  converges to some hyperplane r , then Ty(Sj)ct:
(the convergence of ÎT*„(S;)J is in .the Grassmanjii»J‘c?ver^ fl| ).
The important implication of this condition is that, 
given a -  submanifold W of (£ Y, meeting a stratum 
8 ; transversally at x, then W is transverse to Sjin a 
neighbourhood of x, where t>8j^So * x. This is sometimes 
called condition (t). It has been shown [6 J that if the 
strata are semi-analytic sets, then (t) implies condition 
(a).
If Y is a stratified if"- manifold, a 6 " - map f : X-*Y 
is transversal to the stratification 8  of Y, if f i8 
transversal to each stratum in the stratification.
*
The useful theorem motivating these definitions is 
the following : -
Theorem 2.2. Let X,Y he - manifolds with Y embedded
in some Euclidean space. Let £  he a stratification of Y 
satisfying the Whitney condition-(a). Then the suhspace 
(^ t”(X,Y) of S '”— maps transversal to S  is open dense in 
g°°(Xf Y ) where 6' (X,Y) has the Whitney S'”— topology.
This theorem (quoted hut not proved in C#J) appears 
to he known, though there is no published proof of it .
For X compact the result is well documented ( L f J  , L'°J). 
The'density' part of theorem 2.2. follows easily from 
the'compact version'since (^ ““(X.y ) is a Baire space J . 
The'openness' part is false if ¿f’”(X,Y) has some standard 
'coarse' topology , defined on compact subspaces of X. 
However 'openness' holds for &‘ (X,Y) with the 'fine' 
topology. A modification of Theorem 8.1. in L ^ J gives 
this result .
-',VV. V.
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CHAPTER 8.
TOPOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OP BNDOMORPHISMS OF LINE BUNDLE3. 
Introduction.
In [4-]Kuiper and Robbins classified the 
endomorphisms of a vector space up to topological
conjugacy (the classification was complete modulo a certain 
well known^unsolved,conjecture, [7. J  ). This classification 
gives a'fihre "by fibre' or 'pointwise' classification 
of the endomorphisms of a vector bundle. We suggest in this 
paper a notion of conjugacy between bundle endomorphisms 
that involves the continuity of the bundle. A complete 
classification of the generic endomorphisms of real and 
complex line bundles over a smooth differentiable manifold 
is given.
Section 1 contains the main definitions and 
theorems. In section 2 the classification problem for 
endomorphisms of real line bundles over an arbitrary 
paracompact space is considered, the main theorem being a 
major step towards proving the 'Real Classification Theorem'. 
Section 3 is similar, but for complex line bundles. Finally 
in section 4 the main theorems are proved.
I should like to thank Prof. R.L.E. Schwarzeriberger 
of Warwick for his help and advice in preparing this paper 
and for suggesting the problem in the first place. My thanks 
are also due to Memorial University of Newfoundland for 
financial assistance, during the period in which this work 
was completed.
fclitoa»
1. DEFINITIONS AND MAIN THEOREMS.
£
1.1. Preliminaries. In the following X will denote a 
paracompact path-connected space; n :ER —*  X and TT :Et — *■ X 
will denote real and complex bundles over X (respectively)
(E is used when there is no chance of ambiguity). An 
endomorphism F of E R (Ec) is a fibre-preserving continuous 
map that is real linear (complex linear) on each fibre.
The vector space of such endomorphisms is denoted by End (E), 
Definition 1.1. Let V be a real (complex) vector space, 
and h, , hz ; V - » V b e  real (complex) endomorphisms of V.
Then h, and h, are said to be topologically equivalent, 
h( ~  hx, if there exists a homeomorphism - f : (V,0) - *  (V,0) 
such that the following diagram commutes
(V,0) ----* ---- > (V,0)
h, hi
(V,0) ->(v,o)
We say i '  conjugates h, and h^ ..
Moreover if T can be chosen orientation preserving, we say 
h, and hx are orlentably topologically equivalent, h, ~  h:. 
Definition 1.2. Let P ana 0 be bundle endomorphisms of E.
We say P and G are pointwise topologically equivalent 
relative to a homeomorphism ^ ;X -^ X, or p.t e.(^  ) if 
F* ~  G»,; for all xiX. Similarly we may define pointwise 
orientably topologically equivalent relative to a horaeomorphism 
j> :X— » X, or p. o. t. e. (p  ).
Let q, denote the zero section of E.
Definition 1.3. Let P and G be endomorphisms of E and let
x t  X. Then P and G are said to be locally topologically 
equivalent relative to a homeomorphism • :X— 'X at x or
n1 .1 . e. (j£) at x if there exists an open set U j x, and a 
homeomorphism :(E/tJCjj-*( <f,* (E/^ (U)),C^ ) such that the 
following diagram commutes
If E is an n-dimensional complex "bundle, it has a 
natural orientation when regarded as a 2n-dimensional real 
"bundle. The natural orientation of E gives a natural
chosen orientation preserving in the above diagram, we say 
P and G are locally orientahly topologically equivalent 
relative to at x, 1. o. t, e. (j> ) at x. We say <£> conjugates 
P and 0- on U or ^  is a local conjugacy "between P and G at x. 
Definition 1.4. Let P and G "be endomorphisms of E. Then 
P and G are said to "be globally topologically equivalent 
relative to a homeomorphism f  :X— ► X, g, t. e, (^ ) if there 
exists a homeomorphism £  r (E^ ) —*  ( ^ ‘(E),0X ) such that 
the following diagram commutes
(E/U.CV ) 1 •* ( f  (E// (U)),0X )
F
v 't
(e/u ,o x ) $
*  ( j>‘ {E// (U)),0X )
orientation on >^* (E). Thus if for some Us x;| can be
(E),0„)
P
If E is an oriented complex bundle and if Q is orientation
li'
preserving, then P and G are said to he globally orientably 
topologically equivalent relative to j> or g.o. t. e. (</> ).
If F and G are g.t.e. (^ ), it is easily seen that P and 
G are l.t.e. ( / > ) at x, for all xeX, and also p.t. e. (» ).
Most of this paper is concerned with whether or not the 
converse implications hold: for example if P and G are p.t.e. 
( /  ) , is it true that P and G are 1. t.e. (¿¡s ) at x, for each 
Xf X ?
The definitions p.t.e. { f i ) f etc are flexible in that 
various restrictions on the homeoraorphism ^ can be imposed. 
When X is a differentiable manifold, we require :X-> X 
to be a diffeomorphism.
1. 8. Line Bundles. Let TT :E ->  X denote a real or complex 
line bundle over X. Every endomorphism of E^ (Ec ) has 
the form:- e„>— *\e (x)s, ) where Af :X-»R ( A':X — ) is a continuous 
function. If E is a 6"-differentiable bundle over a
(T -differentiable manifold X, 
then Af :X-»^ ( /  :X-»c) is a ¿“-map.
Recall LJ ] that if P x~  G, for some x«X where (a) P and 
G are real endomorphisms of E«, (b) P and G are complex 
endomorphisms of Et , then Af (x) and Xb (x) belong to the 
same element of the partition of (a)^, (b)C , determined 
by the following sets —
(a) ( 1 ) [  y e f i / a > < y < - l £  (ii)/ y = - l i  , (iii^ yc i? /-1< y<0 
(iv) l yc* /y = 0/ , (v) [ y c d  /0<y<l/, (vi) (  y c f > / y = l £
(vii) [ y e l^ /y > :
(b) (i)£ z c C /  7 = 0$ , (ii) izc<C/O<l0 <lj,(iii) the one -
parameter family of equivalence classes determined by B ,
0 » Bsii, where each element of the family is of the form,
\zc< L  / z  = e*‘e , for some9^ , (iv) \ / W  > 1  / •
Note. If Af(x) = et6 , 0< 9<JT, and 0, . then A* (x) = e‘* .
1.3. Classification Theorems . Let X "be a
connected ^-differentiable manifold without boundary and 
E be a line bundle over X- Denote by End"(E), the apace 
of - endomorph! sms of E. Let d ” (X, HZ ) denote the space 
of i~- maps of X into , with the Whitney 6 - topology L2-].
It is well known C2 ] that the subspace d r (X, /R )c ¿“’(X, R ) 
of maps that are transversal to a closed submanifold of £  
is open dense in d  (X, R ).
Definition 1,5. Let Pf End" (E). Then P is said to be 
generic if X :X -*R is transversal to the submanifold 
8° = l lr l l c  R .
Theorem 1.1. (Real Classification Theorem. )
Let P and G be generic d - endomorphisms of a d~- real 
line bundle E^ over a d  - manifold X. Let 0  :X - * X  be a 
diffeomorphism such that <f>*( E,^)s E«. Then P and G are g.t. e. 
if and only if P and G are p.t.e. (^ ).
Before stating the complex classification theorem, 
more notation is required.
Consider the finite stratification^ of R * l, defined 
as f o l l o w s 3 consists of the following submanifolds
(i) ( (r,e ) £ (£Vr>lJ, (ii)£(r, e )e!Rl /r = 1 , e = 0 / ,
(ill) [ (r,e) /r = 1 . 0 < e<n£ (iv) [ (r, e ) <-r * * /r = 1,
(v) £ (r,6) e  ft."/v = 1 . 6 = (vi) {  ( r  .e ) < ? /0 < r«l£.
$  satisfies the Whitney regularity condition -(a). It is 
known J that the subspace 3 r (X. /R1) c- d^(X, Si ) of 
C maps transversal to such a stratification ^  is open dense in 
<f"(X, /Rl ) ,  where d " ( X f R1 ) has the Whitney topology. 
(There seems to be no published proof of this,: the proo" 
follows that of theorem 8 1  in C^ J  ).
Definition 1.6. Let Fe End^iE^). Then F is said to "be 
generic if A : X->/C*is transversal to the stratification A? , 
Consider FeEndiE«-), define ^(0) = £ xc-X /  \f (x) = 0 ]  .
Write \f :X - J f(0)^ €  — lOj , such that A^  = ( /A\f  t g f ) where 
I A| Ft X - (0)-> 1%* is given by |Af (x) = /AF(x)| , and
/ £  ’ X - Z f(0)-> 3 'is given by j g  (x) = exp(iarg( \f (x))).
Assume F and Qt e End(E) are p. o.t. e. ).
Define Z F(l) = [xeX /  IMf( x )  = ll.
Then J F(1) = $£'(Z,(l)) = £(l )  (say) .
Also J F(0) * 0)) = Z(0) (say) .
Define d(F,0) : (X - 2  (0), Z  (l)) (S',0)
such that : - : x >-* ( /g- ( (x)) - (x) ) ,
where F and G are p. o. t. e. (</ ).
Intuitively 3 measures the amount of twisting of the 
fibres of E by F relative to G, as they 'move around*
X - Z (0). Notice that F and G agree on Z  (l), since they 
are p. o. t. e. (^ ).
To simplify the statement of the following theorem, 
we shall assume X - Z  (0) is path - connected. A more 
general theorem can be obtained by applying the weaker 
theorem to the path - components of X - Z(O),
Theorem 1,2. (Complex Classification Theorem. )
Let X be a £  -  manifold and let F,Ge End^ XEJ;) be generic.
If F and G are p. t. e. ( f i )  where f  : X-*X is a
diffeomorphism, and x»fX - X  (0), then F and G are
1. o. t. e. ) at x., or F and G are 1. o. t. e. (^ ) at xof 
( where (x) = A &( x )  ).
Let F and G be p.o. t.e (^ ), and /*(Et) = E*. Assume X - Z(0)
is path - connected. Then P and G are g.o.t.e.(^) if and 
only if (a) whenZ.Cl )f0, (j (IT. (X -r(0), 2  (l)) ) = 0 >
(h) whenH(l) = 0 .3«(ir1(X - 5.(0)) ) = 0.
8. REAL LINE BUNDLES.
2.1. Main results . ' In this section TT :E-»X will denote
a real line "bundle over a paracompact space X . The main
theorem given here, will "be used to prove the ' Real 
Classification Theorem'. It gives the relationship of 
local to global equivalence.
Theorem 2.1. Let F,GiEnd(E) he p.t.e. (yi) where f  :X-*X is 
a homeomorphism such that f *  (E)ai E, Then P and G are 
g.t e. (¡0 if and only if for all XfZ(l), P and G are
1 .1 . e. ) at x. ____________
The proof is given later.
The following theorems are of a more technical nature, 
involving the use of a function c •
Let P,GcEnd(E) he p.t.e.(jO
Define £  (0) = | x « X / A F(x) = A(^(x))|=0^
£  (1) = [xeX /I \r (x)| = |A‘ (^(x))J = lj where X : X - > R  
and A a r e  the previously defined functions associate' 
with P and G.
Define c:X-(l(0)uZ(l)) R T
c ( x )  = log I A*(y>(x) )l - c is clearly continuous, 
log I Af(x) I
The following theorem illustrates the relevance of the 
function c.
Theorem 2. 2. Let P,Gf Elnd(E) he p.t.e. ( / )  where 9 :X—>X
is a homeomorphism such that <j> (E)*E. If c :X~(Z(0)^Z(l) ) ^
continuous function e :X-»/\T ,can he extended over X to a
Zl
then F and G are g. t.e.( ¡£ ).
Proof, It is required to find a homeomorphism
:(EfOx)—» (53'(E),0X.) such that the following diagram 
commutes
Let tie a trivialisation of E with transition
functions { gij J with values in 0(l) = { 1 , - 1  j ( such a 
trivialisation exists, since X is paracompact ). Let 
X. : ^ '(E)-*E "be an isomorphism. Then (Dj, z [ ) is a 
trivialisation of ^*(E) with transition functions $ g- £ 
where r/ .-VX. and g^ = g'j for all i,J.
On Ui, P is represented by P; that is Ft = T;F t;
On Ui , d*(G) is represented by ^'(G); . 
p ;U;> IK. -* U; « R 
Fi(x,y) = (x. AF(x)y)
/(G)t :U;«I^^Ui*iR 
i^6>.(x,y) = (x, A‘(p(x))j)
Define $ :E -»«¡>*(E) on Ut, such that 
=r'$r;‘ :U,*iK-»Ui*R is given by 
: (x»y)>-* (x,yiyl*"1'1)
is easily seen to be a conjugacy between P; and G, on U, 
To show is well defined on X , it is sufficient to 
show that the following diagram commutes
(U, A Dj)«R -
(Ut n D|)a|R. ---- ■» (Ui n Dj)<R
We have TjC - (Di a D^R-» (üi r\ Uj)»IR. is given hy ;-
(x,y) — > (x.gij (x)y) where g,j(x) = 1  or - 1  .
Also t } rf'= fj'(T; y
Definition 2.1. An endomorphism P ¿End(E) is said to he 
hyperbolic if Z f(0) =?f(l) = 0
for some x/X, where X is a connected space . Then P and G 
are g. t. e.(idx) .
Theorem 2.S . pointed to the relevance of the function c 
to the problem of constructing conjugacies. The next two 
theorems make the relationship more precise.
Theorem 8,3. (Local Equivalence on 21 (l) ). Let P,GfEnd(E)
he p. t. e. (?Q in some neighbourhood V of qf£(l) .Assume V-I(l) it 
Then P and G are 1.t.e. ( f  ) at q if and only if for some 
neighbourhood U^V of q , the function c:U-2 (l)-> iRT extends 
over U to a function c :D — ► /R 1’
In contrast to theorem 2.3.. theorem 4. shows that 
the behavior of c near2"(0) does not determine local 
equivalence onX (0).
Theorem 2.4, (Local Equivalence on ¿(0).)
Let P,GeEnd(E) be p.t.e.(/ ) in some neighbourhood V of a 
point 8f 1(0). Then P and 0 are I t e.(^) at s.
Thus (£> is well defined on X .
Corollary 2.2.1. Let P,GiEnd(E) be hyperbolic, and P*.~GA
From theorem 2.3. we can construct a counterexample to 
the conjecture F and G are p. t e. ( ^  ) in a neighbourhood
0 o f x i X  implies F and G are l.t.e. (o ) at x. Moreover 
in the counterexample there is no homeomorphism 0 
such that F and G are l.t.e. (^ > ).
Counter-example 2.1. Let X = E = R xR arvi. F,G e End (/£’•'¿? ) 
he such that Ar •iis~9R  and are defined as follows:-
A^(x) = exp(/2x + x sin/il) , x / 0 
= 1  > x = 0
X  (x) =exp( |x|)
F and G are p. t. e. (/) for any homeomorphisra ^  : ( R , 0 ) —> ( R  ,0). 
We show F and G are not 1 t.e.(/ ) at x = 0 for any 
homeomorphism/ : ( R  ,0). It is sufficient, in view
of theorem 2.3. to show that
lim log(exp|2/(x) + </(x) sin '/flA\) ; does not exist
log (exp|x 1 )
for anyhomeomorphism ®':(^\,0)-*(^,0).
If for some 4> : (  R  . 0 )—» ( / R , 0 ) , lim 2 <t> (x) + 0  (x)slnsfc)x-,0 x
exists then h(x) = / (x) (2 + sin-^i) ) is differentiable
at x = 0. It is easily checked that this is falsefor any 
choice of/. (Intuitively, no change of variable oni? , 
effectively dampens the oscill ations of h. )
2.2. Proof of Theorems.
To prove theorems 2.2 and 2 3.,lemmas 2.1. and 2.2. 
are needed. They give the general form for a local conjugacy 
between two endomorphisms that are locally equivalent at 
any point x*(X - (2.(0)0^(3)
Lenina 2 .1 , Let A be an endomorphism of R  given by,
h:yf-»Ay, Ae (K- [ -1 ,0,1 ?. Then any homeomorphism f t (.\, 0 ) - +  ( R , 0 ) ,
such that - f ( /R *) = iR *, conjugating h with itself is of the 
form
iy >— :> y exp (^u(logy) ), y>0 
where ^  :R - * /R is some periodic function of period log IA| 
that is yu (y + log IAI ) = / u ( y ) j  y e(R  . Furthermore satisfies 
the inequality
l / K y )  — y14(0)/ < |log IA| I f,r  a l l  y e IR '
Proof. Assume A >  0 •
If : (^,0 )-»(/^, 0) is a conjugacy between h and itself,
(and Y ( R *) ~ R *) .then -vf • h = t i - f  implies
Y  (Ay) =Ay(y) .
Let -y^(logy) = log Y  (y) , for y>0
then Y' /R is a homeomorphism and
log (Y(Ay)) = log (AY(y)) ,for y>0 , 
implies Y'(logA+ log y ) = log A + logy'(y) .
Let /<(y) = Y'(y) - y . y ^
thenyu : IR -» /R is continuous and yw (y + logA ) =/w(y) 
Clearly y  (y) = yexp ^(log y) ) , for y> 0 .
To prove the inequality for /* , it is sufficient 
to show it is satisfied on the interval [ 0, |log(A) / J  
The inequality on this interval follows easily from the fact
Y'(y) = y ♦ (y)
is an increasing function .
Leircna g.2. Let h, ,h2: /R—  IR t>e conjugate endomorphiBms of 'R 
given hy h, :y — >A,y } I Ai 1 / 1  or 0
h t :y A*y ) /  1  or 0
then any conjugacy "X : (/^ »0)~>(/i?,0) such that A. ( ^ ’) = lh. 
between h, and h 2 i. e. h2=Xh,Xis of the form 
'X : y — > y c exp(c/*(log y) ) , y >0
where ^ \ is some periodic function of period log |Ai| and
Proof Let 7C| : ( l R ,0 )  —> be the homeomorphism :
M * )  = y | y r _l
then h 2= X, h,X,‘
But h 2 =X-hjX/' , hence h, = (*;'X)h,<x;‘X )*'
that 1 b , (x ;'X) conjugates h.with itself, thus from lemma 2.1 . , 
(X',‘ X) is of the form y yexp(/“ (log y) ) 2 for y>0
for some periodic function^ : of period loglAil
Hence for y>0 X  (y) = y Cexp(c/u(log y) ) .
We now prove theorem 2.3. .
Proof of theorem 2.3. . ( Local equivalence o n Z  (l) .)
Since the problem is local we may assume E is trivial .
’if* . The result follows from theorem 2.2.
'only if* . Assume P and G are l.t.e. (^) at q<fZ(l) .
Let^ be a conjugacy between P and G on some neighbourhood 
Dcijc.v of q . Without loss of generality assume c|>x( |R0 = (i?T, 
then from lemma 2.2. , for x eU -Z(l) , ^*is of the form
y — > yc<,)exp (c (x )yit, (log y) ) , for y> 0
where (W, :l£-*iR is a periodic function of period log|AF(x)| , 
that varies continuously with x  , for x f D  - 2 (l) .
We assume yu.(O) = 0 for all x U -X(l) , then lemma 2.1. impli
c(x)|yu*(y)l < c(x) |lOg|4r (x)ll = llOg|Xy(x)l I 
But log|Aky(x)l = log ¡Af ( x ) l = 0 , for all x<r.Z(l) .
Hence if ¿x„£ is a sequence of points in U -¿(l) , that
converges to qe Dal(l) , then
lim exp(c(x^yu^log y) ) = 1  , for all y> 0 .
Thus lim <L. exists and is a homeomorphism if and only if 
lim c(xn) exists and is non-zero .Therefore c: D -2(1)-*/^fW«> _ _
extends over 0 -2(l)o U , which is a closed subspace of 
a normal subspace D of X . Hence by the 'Tietze Extension 
Theorem* , c extends over D to some function c:U"*l£,
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Proof of theorem S. 4. (Local Equivalence onj(0) . )
We assume E is trivial since the problem ie local .
Let U c v i e  a neighbourhood of s«rX(0) such that |AF(x)|<l 
for all xf D . Assume D - X ( 0 )  ^  0  •
Let a(x) = -log|AF(x)l and b(x) = -loglA^ (x) )|, then c(x) = |^x|
Define $  : (U*lR, 0,) —*■ , 0 X) as follows
for xfX(o) f <|>*(y) = y j
for X g D - Z  (0). c£„(y) = y^p (c (x)/u (log y) ) , for y> 0 j
$ * i - y )  = -  $ * ( y )  i
defined as follows 
if b(x)> a(x) ;
/ i . ( y )  -  y  * 0 < y < a L d
= / 1  - a|xj j (y - a(x) ) g
Elsewhere (y) is given by / M y )  = /t»(y + a(x) )
If b(x) = a(x) ,
/U «(y) = 0  , for all y  e  fR. ■
If b(x) < a(x) ,
/ M y )  = _ y i  -  y  . 0 s y  < b l z J
c(x) 2
= ( a(x) - b(x) ) (y - a(x) ) , bli) % y <  a(x)
( b(x) - 2a(x; ) 2
Elsewhere / M y )  is given by /My) = / M y  * a(x) )
! f
-Hi'z ^  ftW tj
S  “j  2
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Proof of theorem 2.4. (Local Equivalence onS(O) . )
We assume E is trivial since the problem is local .
Let Uc V he a neighbourhood of sfl(O) such that |AF(x)|<l 
for all xeD . Assume Ü -X(0) / 0 .
Let a(x) = -log|AF(x)l and b(x) = -loglA*^ (x) )!, then c(x) =
Define $ : (0«lRf 0X ) — * (D»(K , 0*) as follows 
for xf2(o) , <|>„.(y) = y j
for x é D -Z(0). §*(y) = y£p(c(x)/u(log y) ) , for y> 0 j
3M-y) = - $*(y) i
I'Mj)defined as follows ! “ -<S? M§: è
if bix)> a(x) : A  /
0< y < a(x)
2 F.g 1
(y - a(x) ) , a(x) < y < a(x) 2
Elsewhere(y) is given by /U* (y ) = /u(y + a(x) ) .
If h(x) = a(x) , 
yu,(y) = 0 , for all y e iR ■
If b(x) < a(x) ,
/ M y )  = _y_ -  y  . o « y  < i X z Jc(x) 2
= ( afx) - b(x) ) (y - a(x) ) , M i )  % y“< a(x)
( b(x) - Sa(x; ) 2Elsewhere /u(y) is given by /u*(y) = /«.(y + a(xj )
2.
Since 8,13,8114 c are continuous non-zero function, on 
D -51 ( 0 ), yU, is continuous with respect to x. To show 
is a homeomorphism for x e  U -5(0) it is sufficient to show 
that the function, -y.. : given b y :-
= y + / M y )
is an increasing function on ^ 0, a(x)J . Since y, : R  -»iR 
is differentiable except at the obvious isolated points, 
this is easily checked.
Lemma 2.2. implies conjugates F* and ( 0*(G) )„ for all
if D. Finally it is only necessary to check $  is continuous
with respect to x on U., in particular at each 5 e  D a 2(o ).
Let l  x ni be a sequence of points in D -j> (0), that converges
to i f U n 2 (0), we prove lim c^iy) =<?l(y), for all y e  iR .
Given y  e/R , there exists N(y)> O such that :-
-a(Xn) < y < a(x J  and -b(xn)< y <r h(x„) for all n > N(y) 
CL 2 J2. 2
Hence for n > N(y) , <£*,(y) = y j that iB »
lim §,„(y) = &  ( y )n-* »
We now prove theorem 2.1 . .
Proof of theorem 2.1. .
'jmly_if* : It i® trivial that if F and G are g. t.e . (^)
then F and G are 1.t.e. U>) at x^for all xe X
1 if * . Assume F and G arc l.t.e. ( f )  at each x e Z . ( l )
Since X is paracompact and therefore normal, there exist 
open sets and (1 ) such that W0n W, = 0 .
Let X, = X - Wo t then X, is a closed and therefore normal space; 
X,3 2(l). The function c is well defined and continuous on 
X,-Z(l). As in Theorem 2.3. we may deduce that c :X, - Z  (l) -» R r 
can be extended over X,-Z(l)c Xi . But X, -Z(l) is a
iclosed subspace of a normal X, hence by Tietze Extension Theorem 
c:X, - r  (l)-»<Rr may be extended over X, to a continuous 
function C :X,->C ’ . Clearly c ;X - Z (0) -*F T where c j v.e - Z (0) = 
is an extension of c :X - (Z(l)°-^(0) )  —* (R
c
2«/
Let { ( U { , T i be a trivialisation of E, with transitionoulu«*
functions [gtj ^ /(.in O (l). Define a conjugacy ^  "between 
F and G on X, such that <£> is represented "by on D; where 
<£; is defined as follows : - 
for xe P:— fe(0)o 2"(l) ) ,
$Lx (y) = y Ll'exp(c(x)/u. (log y) ) , for y> 0 ,
& * (y )  = -$ u (y )  5
where yU*. :IR-*IR is the periodic function of period log |AF (x) I 
as defined in theorem 2.4. ;
for x e U; n 1  (0 ) , <£-x is the identity on ;
for x g Pi. ft"5. (l) , ^x(y) = y I y|t<A) for all y e  R .
Clearly conjugates F^ and (0"*"(G-)L ) on U; .
As in theorem 2.2. we may show that is well defined and 
continuous on X.
3, COMPLEX LINE BUNDLES .
3, l. Preliminaries . Throughout this section
77 : E -* X or E for short , will denote an oriented complex 
line "bundle over X ( with the natural orientation ) , where 
X is a paracompact path-connected space. The interrelationships 
of p.t.e.t y ) , l.t.e.(y), etc. . for complex endomorphisms 
P «mi G are considerably more complicated than those for P 
and G real . The local classification problems however , 
have alot in common . Instead of the local extendability 
of the function c determining local equivalence, it is 
determined by the local extendability of two functions.
One of these we shall again denote by c , owing to the 
obvious resemblance to the function previously denoted by c.
The other function is d . In the global classification 
problem d plays a central role. Intuitively c measures 
the rate of expanding or contracting of the fibres of E 
by P relative to G as they 'move around' X
Also d measures the amount of twisting of the fibres of 
E by F relative to 0 as they 'move around' X.
Recall that, if Fe: End(E), F, is of the form : -
Fx : v-* Af (x) v , v < E, ,
where AF : X -*  <L is continuous.
Also (O) = { x  t X / X  (x) = 0 j
and ^(l )  = f x e X  /\X  (x)| = 1 ]
Then write Af -  ( Ulf , p?  ) : X - Z,- (0)-* C - 0
where |AIF: X -5^(0)-r  ll? is given by IAr(x) = |AF (x)|
and f t  : X - Z f (0) 8 * is given by j f  (x ) = exp(iarg/  (x) )
0 « arg AF (x) <. 2  IT .
Let F and GeEnd(E) be p.t.e. (/), then
Z e(o) = p ‘(2L(o)) = Z  (°) (eay) and 
£ P(l) = f(Zt,(l)) = 2L(l) (eay) •
Define c ; X - (Z(O)u X(l))-*- l £ + such that,
c is well defined and continuous.
Define j(F,G) : ( X - I ( 0 ) , I ( l ) ) v  (S’,0)
: X >-*■ (/c(y*(x)) - ^ ( x ) )  ,
Let YCX. We say a map k 
if there exists a map k :(X,Y) 
following diagram commutes : -
where F and G are p. o. t. e. [p>) .
,e :(X,Y) — *■ (S‘,0) lifts , 
ir Y) —*  (/^  ,0) such that the
( /R ,0)
A
(X,Y) -> (S' ,0 )
*
P
where p is the standard covering map 0 e"°
In general 3 does not lift. However J lifts locally 
in X - 2.(°)* That is to say , if J lifts locally, then 
for each x „ e X - (0), there exists a neighbourhood U of x 0,
such that j/U-iE(0) lifts. For ease of exposition we 
shall assume from now on that X - 2. (0) is path-connected 
and locally path-connected. Otherwise the various path 
components need to be considered.
For each x t. t  X - H  (0) define d^: U - (l) — >lj{ for
some neighbourhood U of xc such that,
cW,(x) = 3 lU(x) , for all xe U - Z_(l)
log I A' (x)l
Then d.«. is well defined and continuous for each x^e X - H (0). 
If 3 lifts globally, we define •- 
d : X - T  (1) -*■ R  *
d(x) = f a x ) , v , x e X - (X(l)uZ(O) ) 
log IA (x)/
* 0  f XcI(O) .
For each x / X  , there is a neighbourhood U of xf 
such that d| U = dx„ .
Recall that if F^G^ where X  (q)t S'- ((l, 0) u (l,n )) 
then X ( q )  =A (q) or A1"(q) = ,\fr(q) . If the former holds, 
any homeomorphism conjugating F and G is orientation 
preserving, and if the latter, orientation reversing.
G is the endomorphism of E such that /\w (x) = AL (x) . 
Clearly G and G are g.t.e.(id* ) .
Lenina 3. 1. Let F, Of End (E) .
(a) If P and G are l.t e. ( f )  at q« 2  (l) , then at least
one of the following hold , (i) P and G are l.o. t. e. (pO at q,
or (ii)P and G are l.o.t.e.( f )  at q .
(h) If P and G are g. t.e. (^  ) , then at least one of the 
following hold, (i) P and G are g. o.t. e, ( f )  , or (ii)
P and G are g.o.t.e.( f )  .
Proof ( a ) Let <f> he a conjugacy "between P and G on some
neighbourhood V of q . Then if is orientation 
preserving , there exists a neighbourhood Uc V of q , 
such that $ k is orientation preserving for all x in U ,
Hence P and G are l.o.t.e. (<f>) at q . Similarly, if 
is orientation reversing , P and G are 1. o.t.e. (pO at q .
(h) Let <|> be a conjugacy between P and G on X .
Assume at x, £ X , <£,, is orientation preserving and at x, ( / i, )
§„kiB orientation reversing . But X is path-connected .
Thus ^  restricted to the path Joining x, and x* gives a 
homotopy between an orientation preserving and an orientation 
reversing map , which is impossible . Therefore if P 
and G are g.t.e. (pO , then P and G or P and G are g. o. t. e.(/) .
It is clear from lemma 31. that we may construct a 
counter-example in which endomorphisms P and G are p.t.e. ( / )  
in some neighbourhood V of a point x e X , but are not 
l.t. e. (^) at x .
Counter-example 3.1.
Let X = , and E = X « i .
Define F,G£ End(E) such that Xe : X-*C and are
given as follows
AF(r,&) = re's , o < i& i * ” .
Afr(r, e) =re;,fc' , 0 *
F and G are p. t. e. (id* ) on X, "but P and G are not l.t. e. (id, ) 
at x = (1,0) or (1,tt). Moreover there is no homeomorphism 
(j> :X-»X such that P and G are l.t.e. (^ ) at i = (1,0) or (1,tt) 
Purtherj taking X = ^  -£(0,0) v (1,0) u (1, F )^? also P and G 
as above, then it is easily seen that P and G are l.t.e.(id,) 
at x, for all x«X, "but P and G are not g. t.e. (id, ), In fact 
there is no homeomorphism f  :X-*X, such that P and G are g. t. e. (¡¡s
In the above counterexample, P and G are p,t,e. (id, ) 
on X but neither P and G are p.o t.e.(id,) nor P and G are 
p. o.t.e,(id,). In view of the above counterexample and lemma, 
we shall consider in this section the concepts of p.o.t.e. (p ),
1 . o. t. e. ( )  and g, o. t. e. ( f  ).
3.8. Main Theorems.
Theorem 3.1. is the main result of this section in that the 
'Complex Classification Theorem', proved in section 4, follows 
easily from it. It is proved later.
Theorem 3.1. Let F,G^ End(E) be l.o.t.e. (^) at each x?X-E(0),uheV 
<f> • X->X is a homeomorphism such that <^h(E) a E . Assume 
X -21 (0) is path-connected . Then P and G are g. o. t. e. (¿¿) 
if and only if (i) if Z  (l) /  0 ,
(3 , )JU(X - ¿ ( 0 ), Z(l)) ) = 0 ,
(ii) if 51(1) = 0 ,
J*(7ü(X - Z  (0 ) ) = 0
Definition 3.1. An endomorphism F'fEndiE) is said to 
be hyperbolic if 2"- (0 ) = Zf (l) = 0 .
Theorem 3.8.(Local Equivalence of Hyperbolic Endomorphisms . ) 
Let P,G^End(E) be hyperbolic such that for some x,f X 
Fx~  g „^0. Then P and G are l.t.e. (^) at x ; .
£Corollary S.8.1. (Global Equivalence of Hyperbolic Endomorphisme ) 
Let P ,Gi End(E) Le hyperbolic endomorphisme that are 
p. t. e. (<f>) for some homeomorphism ÿ : X —» X such that ?*(E) = E . 
Then P and G are g.t.e. (^) if and only if ¿»(^(X) ) = 0 .
The proof of Corollary 3.S.1. follows easily from theorem?
3* 1« and 3« 2# •
Theorem 5.3. ( Local Equivalence on Z  (0) ) .
Let F,Gt End(E) "be p.t.e. (jO in some neighbourhood
V of seZ(O). Assume X - Z (0) is locally path-connected 
Then P and G are l.t.e. ( / )  at s if and only if for some 
neighbourhood D C V of s ,
j * ( M U  - I (0) ) ) = 0 .
Theorem 3.4. (Local Equivalence on Z(l) ). . —  — *
Let P,Gc End(E) he p.o.t.e.( f )  in some neighbourhood
V of qe2(l) . Then P and G are 1 o.t.e. ( ÿ ) at q if and 
only if for some neighbourhood U<^  V of q , the functions 
c : U - X(lj ->»lRr and d^ . : D -2. (l)-* /R can he extended 
over U to continuous functions c :U-* iR"*" and d^ : 0 - ~ / R  .
3.3. Proofs of Theorems
Theorem 3.1. is proved last , as it depends on the proofs 
of the other theorems .
Proof of Theorem 3.2. (Local Equivalence of Hyperbolic 
Endomorphisme ) .
We assume E is trivial since the problem is local.
If P*~ G^(i.) for some x „ e X , then P and G are p.t.e. (/) 
in some neighbourhood U of x0 .Choose U so that d^ is 
well defined and continuous .
A conjugacy $  between P and G is given by the 
following formula •-
<|* (r,Q) = (r cUi 6 + p(d*.(x)log r ) ) , r ^ O
$.(0) = 0
where p :lR-*8' is the standard covering map .
It is easily checked that § is the required conjugacy .
Proof of Theorem 3.3. (Local Equivalence on .5(0) ).
The problem is local , so we take E to he trivial .
* if*. Assume J * ( tt, ( U -.5.(0) ) = 0
Then the map j : (U -5(0), x*) — > (S1, J (xj ) lifts
for each xoe 0 - X(0 ) to a map j : (D -5(0),x„)-^- (R,  j(x) ).
Therefore d, (x) = 1 (x) , for xf U -5.(0)
log |Af(x)|
is well defined and continuous . ( ds (x) = 0 , for x e  Un5(0) ). 
Define ^  :(U*G, 0*) — * ( U * £ , 0X) , such that :- <
for x e Ü - X ( 0 ) *
^v(r,e) = (rl'exp(c(x)^u(log r) ) f 9 + p(ds (x)log r) ) : 
for x e 5 (°) t is the identity on C  * j
where 0^» : R-> iR is the periodic function of period 
logMF(x)| as defined in theorem 2.4. . It may checked that 
q> is the required conjugacy between F and 0 on 0 .
*only if* . Let F ,0 be l.t.e. (/) at Sé5(0) .
Let §> :(ü*<L, U '101 ) -»(U*£ , U*{0l) be aconjugacy between 
F and 0 on a neighbourhood D of s .
If j* ( TT,(U -5(0) ) /  0 , then there exists a loop
L „ : (S 1,0) — i* (U -5(0), x ,  ) , for some xc«U -51(0) , that 
maps S' homeomorphically onto L a(S'), and 
j-L0 : (S', 0 ) ( S', 3(x„) ) is a map of non-zero
degree .
Sinceo maps U * JOj homeomorphically onto U * [01, 
we identify <L - {Oj with s ' and write
<jju *c-ioi = C & ‘ . & * )
hence
where S 1 IR* and ^1: * S' — > S' .
We assume <£ Is orientation preserving . Also we may
assume |(l 0(8‘ )*i- (OjJ is homotopic to the identity on
L 0(S‘ )* C -£)]. For if not , may he replaced hy the
conjugacy given hy the formula
(x,r,&)»—»( X, M r x l )  , <£(r,e) -  § i(i,o )) .
sfe*l,0 ) '
Clearly (x,l,0)'— (x,l,0) , for x « D  , and g> is the
identity on the loop L0(S' ) . Also fixing (rc , ©„)£ C -ioi,
<£> maps the path L 0(S')x{(r0 , 6. )£ to a path homotopic
to L0 (S' ) x{(l,0)£ , Thus §> is homotopic to the identity on
L0 (S' )x (C -10J) .
Furthermore
§« • P* = ('/’(Q) )K ■ <§* , for x e  0 , 
£ J I A f ( x ) l  , f ( x )  ) = (M&(^(x) ) | , ^ ( x )  ) )
-» (Lo(S')xfC- lO i), (x,, AF (x„ ) ) ),
= (L0(w), AF(La(w) ) ):
■* (L0 (S' )x S' , (x0, /f(x0) ),
= (L0(w), ^ F(L0(w) ) )
-> (Lo(S< )*(C -toj), (x8, A^(sO ))),
= X (,</>(!,<,(*) ) ) ):
■* (L0(S')«( S' j,(xi(^ x j  ) ),
= (L0(w), p b (<f> (L0(w) ) ) ).
homotopic.
But if f and g are homotopic,
J - L c = ( p . f * Lc -  f - L j  : ( S \ 0 ) ^ ( S ' , ; j ( x c )  ) 
is a map of degree 0, - contradiction.
Hence J* ( tt, (U -X(0) ) = 0
Define f : ( S ' , 0 )
f (w)
and f : (S' ,  0 )
f (w)
Also define g : (S' ,0)
g(w)
and **jg : (S' ,0)
g(w)
We have:,$f = g •
Hence f' and g are
r
vif&
U
The following lemmas are required to prove Theorems 3.1. 
and 3.4.
Lemma 3. 2. Let FeEnd(E) and i riE/U.O«) — ? (E/U,Ox)
he a local conjugaey between P and itself at q«^(l)» on 
some neighbourhood D of q. Assume D -£(l) / &• Let 
be a trivialisation of E. Asstime qeUc and let 
represent $ on D^j also write
ji^jc-io] = ^  | ( r  >< s-) =
where ip/ : l(?*S' lit* and /R** S'-'S1. Then y^(r,e) is 
a linear function of re^' and constant in 6 t s', and
Proof. Clearly if i'i-j, and jpi|, have the required properties
for the trivialisation { ( O i , z ^  , they have the required 
properties on any other trivialisation. Therefore we may 
assume E is trivial and consider and 'f*.
Let D be a neighbourhood of qe5T(l) such that Unl(o) = 0.
Fi S* f for xtU.
Then (l) |AF(x)l 5* (r,e) = |AF (x)rf Q+ p f ( x )  ) ,
and (2 ) $x(r,6) ♦ £F(x) = ( |AF (x)| r,6+ ^ F(x) ),
for xtU, and (r.6)e^-|oj .
Let be a sequence of points in U ~ 2 ( l )  that convergesao ifffttfOnaL
to q, such that arg ( A F (x„) ) is^a multiple of 2“ , for all n>0. 
Qiven^e S' and t>> 0 , there exists an integer m(£i , y )> O  
and an integer N,(m)>0 such that : - 
I % - m ^ f(xj|<£„ for all n>N, (m).
From (2),
(*« N" r » m ^ ( x J  ) = ¿¿(rf0 ) +
for all n>0, and rt lRr .
HSince lira I A*1 (x„)|m = I and^f1 is continuous with respectn-v»
to x t TJ, then for each r e lR * , givenU^O, there exists 
N i( £t ,m,r) > N, (ra) such that, for all n>Nj(£a ,m,r)
i ^ n(IAf ( x j r r ,  m p f ( x n )) - ^ ( r # ) /  <  6 Z 
Thus ¡J^(rf<y) = $^(r,0) + ft , for each r <? GC , and aliyi S
i. e. (r,-) ls 8 rotation of S ’,
We now show, 3^(r,e) = (r,<9+Jr), for all^f S 1 and (r,9 ) e  /£ '-{()$
Prom (l), taking m( £, , y )  as above
U f( x j r  (r,0) = & J W ( x n)rr,e+n^(x,) )
Given f3> 0, there exists N 3(£, ,m,r)-> N, (m) such that : - 
I lAf(x„) I" ¿^(r, 6) - ^(r,©)|<f 3 , for n>N3.
Hence (r,9 + f ) = for all^c S',
Lastly to show (r,e) is a linear function of r, and 
constant in 9, it is possible to prove (as in lemma 2.1 . ) ,  
that , for xiV -I(l). is of the form : - 
3 *. (r,6) = r exp ( (log r,G>) ), 
where ^  is a periodic function of period
(log (x)I ,p r (x) ), that is
/U,(r + log b ' ( x ) l , ® (x) ) = /Mr, £).
Let i x n$ be a sequence of points in U -£(l) converging to
q, then lira log I A* (x„)l = 0 , ,
and since /Ux„ is clearly bounded , for n >  0 , lim /w«„/ n-* °° '
is a periodic function of period (0 q) ),
But (r,e) = 3^ (r, & , for all j £ S'.
Hence i '  (r, 9 ) is a linear function in r and constant
}
in 9 t S' .
/
Lemma 3. 5. Let F, G € End(E ) "be 1. o. t. e. (5O  at
q f I(l). Let $  : (EA, 0, )-* (p * ( T S / £ ( V ) ) ,  0X ) be 
a local conjugacy at q, between P ana G , where V -2(l) ¥ 0 
and VnZ(O) = 0 . Let { Jj; be a trlviallsation of E .
Then for some neighbourhood DcV, and DC U;, of q ,
<|> is represented by on U; and <^ LKj C - {  0$ , for i c D  - I (l), 
is of the form
£.*(r»e) = ( ( ' ¡ ' J r , e ) ) U \ 3f(r,e) + p(d,, (x)log (^(r, e ))) ) 
where ^  ) is a conjugacy on U; , between P: and
itself (as in leirma 3.2. ) and p : /is —* S ' is the 
standard covering map .
Proof . The proof follows that of lemma 2.2. ,
and so is omnitted .
We now prove theorem 3.4. .
Proof of Theorem 3.4, (Local Equivalence_on Z  (l) ) .
The problem is local , so we take E to be trivial .
'if*. Assume c ! U -  £  ( l ) — R* and d, : U - Z  ( l ) -  /R 
extend over U , to c and dj, respectively . Then the 
following formula defines a local conjugacy between P 
and G at q
|>.(r,6) = ( r cL'i 6 + p(d^ (x)log r)) , r / 0 ,
(0 ) = 0
'only if Let <§ be a conjugacy between P and
G on some neighbourhood U of q , where U - Z (l) / 0
and Un£(0) = 0  .
Then by lemma 3.3. , |C-fOf, for xc 0 -Z(l) is of 
the form
§ K(r,&) = ( (iUr,6)j<'t*i $*(r,e) + p(d^(x)log£.(rfe))) 
By leirma 3.2. (r.e ) is linear in r and constant in £
40
: s'-> S' is a rotation of S' , for each rf , 
and x<£ U a Z(1) .
The proof now follows that of theorem 2.3. ;that is, 
it can "be shown that c : D -Zil)-*^'' and : U — Z (l) - * l R  
extend over D if and only if U - 2  (l) extends over 
U (which of course it does ) .
It is now possible to construct as in section 2, a 
counterexample in which endomorphisms P and G of a complex 
line bundle are p.o.t.e. ) in some neighbourhood U of 
q f  I(l), but are not 1. o. t.e. ) at q. Moreover P and 
G are not l.o. t. e. (^ )Xfor any choice of homeomorphism 
j, : X-* X. A minor modification of that given in section 2, 
will give an appropiate counterexample for the complex case. 
Proof of Main Theorem 3.1.
♦if' Assume P and G are 1. o.t.e. (<f> ) at x, for all xe X-T(o) 
and
(3 ) , (  tty ( x  -  r  ( o ) , z ( i )  ) = 0 ,  ( S ( 1 ) ^  0  ).
Then 3 r (X -2(0),I(l)) -> (S' ,0) lifts.fer such qft7(l).
Hence d : X - Z  (l)-*R where
<i(x) = 3 j(x)_ vlog I P  (x) I
is well defined and continuous.
The function c X - ( Z ( O ) a Z ( l )  )-*/£'is also well 
defined and continuous.
As in the proof, of theorem 2.1.: it can be shown, using 
theorem 3.4., that c and d extend over X —  2 L ( 0 ) and X to 
function c and d (respectively). (Note that if 
(3 )„ ( TT, (X - Z(0),Z(1) ) = 0, then for each s<rZ(0),
there existB a neighbourhood U of s such that 
3 *( 1T| (U - Z (0) ) ) = 0, thus F and G are 1. t. e. (f) at s).
1 >
tnm nr WAitwir.K
Let £ (Ui "be a trivialisation of E with transition
maps [ gLJ/ that take values in the one dimensional complex 
unitary group (s S'). This is possible since X is paracompact.
Let he the conjugacy between P and G on X such that 
cj> is represented on Ui, by where is given by the 
formula : -
for x e Ul - (2.(0)u2(l) ),
&.<r,e) = (rci,) exp(c(x)yMx (log r) ), 6 + p(eT (x)logr 
for x e  Ui n5L(l),
&»(r,e) = ( r ctx) , 6 + p(d(x)log r) ) 
for x e U;. n X (0),
3>x is the identity,
where /** is the periodic function of period log (x)[ 
as described in theorem 2.4.
It may be checked that is the required conjugacy 
between F; and 8 ; on 0; . The proof that ^  is well defined H
on X , follows that of theorem 2.2. . f»
i
'only if ' . Assume P and G are g.o. t.e. (/) .
Let : (E»0« )-* (^*(E )* 0X) be a conjugacy between P 
and G . The proof is by contradiction.
Assume (J _ ,)« (x - 3T (0), Z  (l)> ) / 0 ,
then (a) there exists a path Pol in X - 2  (0), not in 2  (l),
Joining q0 and q, in Z  (l) (ij. / q, ), such that 
3 ) : ( P o ,  * < l c )  -*■ (s '» O ) has winding number k / 0 ;
and/or (b_) there exists a loop L e at qc in X - 2 1 (0) , not 
in ^  (l) such that J 9 L„ : (S', 0) —* (S‘, 0) has 
non-zero degree .
Consider case (a) . e |poi is trivial and since
we shall only be considering over Pol , we take E 
to be trivial .
As in theorem 3.3., we assume
§ x(l,0 > = ( (1 ,0 ), cg(l,0 ) ) = (1 ,0)
for x e  p01 .
Since §- Px = ( < f (0) )x* §* ,
$ A  M p(x)l ( x ) ) = ( M fr(^(x) )/ , /56( ^ ( x ) ) )
i f (q0> - ) : ! - »  fq»]* iT- i0| is a counterclockwise
iF(x, - ) : I —* {xi * lR* - f O j is a path joining (1,0) 
and AF(x) in (xj x tR * -  ¿ O f , which for convenience we take 
to he the union of copies of the paths i F (q,., - ) and 
AF(Pox)» where P « c  P0, , is the path joining q c and x.
Define ifr = • iF : PQ, * I -* P ot x ¿0/ ,
Then i& (x,-) is a path in fx$ x I?*- ?0j joining (1,0) 
and X\ cj. (x) ).
We show that i F (q,, - ) and i 6 (q(, - ) have the same 
winding number. Note that, since is orientation preserving 
*  | P, * K - ¿Oj is homotopie to the identity. ThuB if 
i F (x, - ) is a counterclockwise path in jx! » - £0j ,
then so is i & (x, - ).
for x a Pci .
Assume arg ( AF (q* ) ) < arg ( AF(q, ) ).
Define iF : Pol * I - * Poi such that
path in S' joining (1 ,0 ) and Af(q0 ): and
Theorem 3.4. implies there exist neighbourhoods Uc and 
U, of qe and q, (respectively) such that c : U;. - £ ( l ) - * £  + 
and di; : - 2  (lj-^ fl? extend over Di to functions
c : U; — ft? and d^; : 0 ,(i = 0,l). Then from lemma 3.3. :
§ * j : ( r , e )  = ( TL<i'l 9 +  p((T^ (qjlog r) ) , (i = 0 , 1 ) . 
Clearly is the identity on S ' , and a rotation in 6 
for r 1 . Hence it is easily seen that iF(qi,-) and 
»-) have the same winding number k, .
But j = - f iF ) : (Po, , qo) — * (S', 0) is of
winding number k / 0 , which implies it (qi*— ) is a path
of wirkling number k + k, ^ k, - contradiction .
Case (b) . The proof here follows that of theorem 
3.3. and so is ommitted .
Counterexample 3.2.
Let X = I and E = I * C  . Let P , Qe End(E) be such 
that AF : I-*»<L and X~: I-*<L are as shown in the 
figure below . It is easily seen from the figure that 
F and G are l.o. t. e. (¡A) at x, for all x e  I. It is also 
clear that (3 j).( ¡r, (I ,[0,lj ) ) ^ 0 . Hence from 
theorem 3.1. , F and G are not g.o.t.e.(id). Moreover 
there is no homeomorphism <p : X -* X such that F and G 
are g. o. t. e. (^  ) .
/
/
4. PROOF OP CLASSIFICATION THEOREMS .
Most of the work needed to prove the classification 
theorems has "been done . In this section we consider 
conditions under which the functions c and d may he 
extended. The most natural, arise when X is a finite 
dimensional differentiable manifold without boundary.
The line bundles E , in this section are all <f bundleB 
over a if””- manifold X .The endomorphisms of E are (?-maps.
4. l. (Complex case ) . Let F, G be generic
complex endomorphisms of the bundle Eç that are 
p. o. t. e. (^  ) in some neighbourhood V of qcej(l) where 
j, ; X -*• X is a diffeomorphism . Then for some 
neighbourhood U c V  of q0 , c : U -2.(l)-*^r and 
d„ : U -2(1) —* /£ extend over U to functions c : 0 lR * 
and dj._ : U — » iR .
Proof. The problem is local . so we may
take E to be trivial and X = ¡iC  , n > 1 .
If Ab : ie transversal to the stratification
$  , then so is ( . J  is defined in section 1.3. )
We shall in fact only require that Xf and are
transversal to S'c.fit,''.
We prove firstly that for some neighbourhood D c V 
of q3, c : U - I(l)-»r extends over U .
Since Af and X *'/ are transversal to S 1 , X  (l) is 
a submanifold of (ÏF of codimension one [-2. ] .For some 
neighbourhood D of q» f there exists a local coordinate 
system centred at qt, such that x = (x,.... , x n)t Un 2.(1) 
if and only if x n = 0 . We may use polar coordinates to 
write
A (Xj .... f X. ) = (|A|(X|f..»Xn)# ^ (x,....Xn) )
A (X| f . . . fXn ) — (l/Vl*^(X|f..#Xn)f^*ç(x,f...Xn) ) .
Write b(x) = log|A|^(x) and a(x) = logHT(x) , then
c(x) = b^xj , for all x * U - £(l) , t(x) = a(x) = O for 
all xe Un2.(l) .
To prove c:U - £  (1 )—>/?'” extends over U , it is sufficient
to show that , for each q = (xt , ..x*^ O) e U^SKl)
lim b(x.... . | exists, is non-zero , and varies
a(x, ,x „  )
continuously with q . Then define c(q) = lim b (x. ... .Xn) ,
*"‘K) a (x, ,.. ,xn)
for each qe 0 d2 .(l) •
Since Af and )?-j> are transversal to S 1 ,
/ ^ b(x)) j i 0 and ( ^ ) a ( x ) )  / 0 , for qe DnJ(l).
V bx„ )% ' K  /t
Thus lim b(x.... x n) = lim
M# »Xn)/
exists and is
a(x, Xa-*0
non-zero . Furthermore the continuity of tib and ^a<)x„ "Sx,
on U , ensure the limit exists and depends continuously
on q e U.
To prove d^  •U-2(l)-*-lR extends for some 
neighbourhood 0 of q , over U. it is sufficient to note 
that if F and G are p.o.t e. ( f  ) on V 3 U, then /?F (q) = /S‘(>£>(q) 
for all qe U a2(l). Then the proof follows that of the first 
half of the lemma.
The 'real' version of lemma 4.1. is stated without proof. 
Lemma 4.1. (Real Case ) Let F.G be real generic 
g-endomorphisms of EK that are p. t. e. ( <fj ) in some neighbourhood 
V of qe Z  (l) where : X -* X i s a  C  -  diffeomorphism, 
then for some neighbourhood UC V of q, c: U - 2 ( l ) ~ » 
extends over D to a continuous function c : U —» .
«■>
Proof of Theorem 1.1, (Real Classification Theorem) 
Lemma 4.1. (real case) and Theorem 2.3. imply that 
F and G are l.t. e. (yi ) at x for all x e X. Hence the 
result follows imnediately from Theorem 2.1..
Lemma 4.2. Let F,G he complex generic 6 “- endomorphism* 
of the bundle E c that are p.t.e. ) in some neighbourhood 
V of q.é 2. (l) where ^ : X-> X is a <2"° - diffeomorphism.
Then in some neighbourhood Oc_V of qCJ(l) F and G are p. o. t. e. ( 
or (ii) F and G are p.o.t.e. ) on U.
Proof The problem is local, so we assume E is trivial 
and X = (Rn ,n> 1.
For q„ not in the counterimage of (1,0) or (1,tt ) the result 
is immediate.
Let qe e ( Af )*' (1,0).
We need to show that there exists a neighbourhood U c v  of q0 
such that (i) for each q e tj a f  (l), AP(q) = A“' ( 56 ( q ) ) (and 
hence F and G are p.o.t.e. (^ ) on Ü ) or (ii) for each 
qe U a  51(1), AF(q) = (q) ) (and hence F and G are
p. o. t. e. ( <f> ) on U ).
If dimX = 1 , AF : is not transversal to [(l,0)J,
and therefore F is not generic . Hence we assume X = (i?° 
and n > 1  .
Since A and /V- ÿ> are transversal to the stratification 
(5 , A' and A'W are locally surjective at q„ .
Furthermore Zp(l) = { x £ Z  (l)J 0 < arg(AF (x)) <
and ¿f‘(l) = { *£ 2. (l)| IT <-are (AF (x))< Arj are
submanifolds of / of codimension one and 
Z F (l) = {x e  Z  (1 )/ Ap(x) = (l.Ojj1 is a submanifold of 
codimension two. Clearly 5777(1 ) H 17,7(1) = 0 . Similarly
2 Z(i) n rj(i) = 0 .
Ul
s'
Note 2°(l) = Z£(l) = 2”(l). Hence for some neighbourhood
U C V  of q.,
u 0 ^( 1 ) = U n ( z ; ( l ) u  Zf'(l) ^ ' ( 1 ) )
= Dn(i:(l) u £T(1 ) uf(i) )
Trivially (i) U n T * ( 1) = U n ¿¿(l) and U 0 ZF'(l) = U a Z<;(i ) 
or (ii) D A  2-;(l) = U a ZJ(1) and U A Zf'(l) = UnZj(l) 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (Complex Classification Theorem. )
Let P and G be p. t. e. ) where : X->X is a 
C* - diffeomorphism. Prom lemma 4.2. x62(l), P and G
are p.o.t.e.( ^ ) in a neighbourhood of x, or P and G are 
p.o.t.e.( ^ ) in a neighbourhood of x. Applying lenxna 4.1 . 
(complex case) and theorem 3.4. we have, P and G or P and G 
are 1 . o. t. e. ( <j> ) at x. For xe X -  (S(o)u^T(l) ), the 
result follows from theorem 3.2. .
Similarly if P and G are p.o.t.e. ( ) ,  then P and G 
are 1. o. t. e. ( y! ) at x, for all x t X - X  (°). The result 
then follows from theorem 3.1..
Chanter 5.
THE LOCAL CLASSIFICATION OP CERTAIN ENDOMORPH ISMS OF REAL
4?
PLANE BUNDLES.
Introduct1on. In this chapter we give a partial solution
to the local classification problem for generic endomorphisms 
of a plane "bundle E = X •* ^ where X is a manifold. The
solution is partial in that local equivalences are given 
only at pointB xe X, such that the endomorphism on the fibre 
over x are not of the type ± Id, ± Shears, -±0^0 and Null 
(these are all defined in section l).
We shall identify the space of real 2 x 2  matrices,
M(2,2) with End( ). Also M(2,2) is identified with 1R* .
In section 1, we list the topological conjugacy classes \«
of M(2,2 ): indicate their structure as submanifolds of (iZ‘t , 
their interrelationships (bifurcation diagrams) and the 
stratifications of ^  that they define (a more detailed 
treatment of neighbourhoods of *' Id', ^'Shears', *0 » O', and‘Null', - 
is given in chapter 4). The main theorem of the chapter is 
then stated at the end of section one without proof. The 
proof is given in section 3. Section 2 deals with the 
local equivalence problem for endomorphisms of X * where 
X is an arbitrary paracompact space.
1. CLASSIFICATION OF ENDOMORPHISMS OF
1.1. The Topological Con.lugac.v Classes. The work of Kuiper 
and Robbins f>l leads to a complete classification of the 
endomorphisms of /R l . The results in this section extend 
those of J'e Oliveira in \J> J who considered the stratification 
of OL*" ( (i? )c.M(2,2 ) defined by the relation of topological 
conjugacy,(a number of the results were found independently 
by the author).
(To simplify later discussions, we give a table of the 
topological conjugacy classes of M(2,2). Some of the 
classes split naturally into two components. Two 
endomorphisms belong to the seme component if and only if 
they are orientably topologically equivalent. Roughly- 
speaking, there are three groups; (i) those determined by 
ranges of eigenvalues, with determinant non - zero.
(ii) those determined by linear type. (iii) those with 
at least one eigenvalue zero and type determined by range 
of the other eigenvalue.
Table 1 is given overleaf.
Gl/( lRl ) has fourteen classes and two 1 - parameter 
families of classes determined by orientable topological 
con;Jugacy. It has twelve classes and one 1 - parameter 
family of classes determined by topological equivalence.
End( ) has thirty-' two classes and two 1 - parameter
families of classes determined by orientable equivalence.
It has twenty-nine classes and one 1 - parameter family of 
classes determined by topological equivalence.
TABLE 1. (Table of conjugacy classes of* M(2,g)
Ranee of Eieenvalues Name of class i f Name of class ifof M det M >0 det M <0
/ A . 1  ^ / , / A J  > 1 expansions - expansions
ö  < Mi 1 < / . o < //!,/< 1 contractions - contractions
/Aif >  1 . 0 < A , <  1 saddles - saddles
1 /\J>I -/ < 0 twisted saddles - twisted saddles
_____ á ü d  W > l 1  x expansion 1  x - expansion
A - /  . 0 <!/W<l
1  x contraction 1  x _ contraction
______u j . ,  j À k i .
- 1  x - expansion - 1  x expansion
/),= '/ , 0 <11,1 < 1 - 1  x - contraction - 1  * contraction
Á,--l ,  A , - /
H1XH
Linear type of M, 
det M> 0
Conjugacy Class.
Name of 1st component Name of 2nd component
feos 0 I
I G<iei< h 
CK»e J
Rotations . the one- 
parameter family of 
classes determined hy
8 , O < 9 < " .
-Rotations, the one- 
parameter family of classes determined hy
Q ' Tf < E> < ¿TT .
if A, O ' !  A' = Ai fl ol -1 o' 
I d *  .  . ' l l '-  .  .
A, I] Ai =
tO ' M
- !
Sheers -Shears
i i
o • [:•'.] M:J ! U j
o
o
1 1
o
OxO--
O 1
o o
Null.
— O  *0 =
G  - I
o c
A ,  =  0  ,  Range o f  A t Names of Classes
oxexpansion 0 < 1  0 *<o.itr*ct.o.->
0 »-to-it'o-t'-i Qr c*-expansion
Çifî'Si'hd V ? *
SI
1,2. Differential Structure and Bifurcation of the Conjugacy 
! Classes^
Much essential information concerning the topological 
and differential structure of the conjugacy classes and 
their interrelationships can he found hy considering the 
smooth map:-
f : M(2,2)--- > (R*
f(M) = (det M, tr M)
We indicate on the following graph the subsets 
representing the various classes of M(2,2) i.e. f"*-(subset 
indicated) is a certain conjugacy class.
-•3
x scLtM
Inside the parabola y 1 = 4x, the points represent 
matrices with complex eigenvalues. On it, they represent 
matrices with equal eigenvalues: and outside it, matrices 
with distinct eigenvalues.
- « 
.«■ P»
S I
lf 2. Differential Structure and Bifurcation of the Conjugacy 
! Classes^
Much essential information concerning the topological 
and differential structure of the conjugacy classes and 
their interrelationships can "be found "by considering the 
smooth map:-
f : M(2,g)--- >
f(M) = (det M, tr M)
We indicate on the following graph the subsets 
representing the various classes of M(2,2) i.e. f -1(subset 
indicated) is a certain conjugacy class.
matrices with complex eigenvalues. On it, they represent 
matrices with equal eigenvalues: and outside it, matrices 
with distinct eigenvalues.
S2
If MfM(2,2) is not a diagonal matrix with equal 
eigenvalues, then f is regular (or a submersion)at M. Thus 
f'(L,) and f'‘(-L,) and f (L ) are (^-submanifolds of 
M(2,2) of codimension one. Furthermore for each point P 
on these lines f _1 (P) - [±Id l  is a submanifold of 
codimension two in M(2.2 ).
We give the following table of codimension and 
topological type of the classes.
Con.iucacy Class . Codimension. Topological Type
xexpansions, x saddles, Each, 0 Each, S'<lRJ
x contraction, xtwisted saddles
± 1  x x expansions Each, 1 Each, S M R 1
* 1  x ±contractions *■
0 * ± expansions Each, 1 Each, S'xlR1
0 *  x contractions 9j
H41XO Each, 2 Each, S '* iR 31
1 X -  1 2 S‘*<R 3
1 -parameter family of Each, 1 Each, iR3 aN
■x Rotations 9------- - -------
Each rotation 2 **
4
Shears u Id Each, 2 Each, cone.
- Shears u -Id 1
0 a 0 v Null Each, 2 1 Each, cone.
- 0« Ou Null
11
TABLE 2.
The "bifurcation diagrams at any point H e 14(2,2) are 
easily deduced from Pig. 1 and table 2. For example if 
14 e ’Rotations', we have the following figure:-
(ft*) contractions 14 expansions (Hi)
Rotations
1,3, Stratification of 14(2, 2) and Main Theorem.
The twenty-nine classes and one 1-parameter family of 
classes of 14(2,2), determined by topological equivalence 
are all regular submanifolds of 14(2,2) and stratify 14(2,2)
(to obtain a connected stratification, take the thirty -two 
classes and two 1  - parameter families determined by 
orientable equivalence). Moreover it is easily checked 
that the stratification satisfies the Whitney condition- 
(a) (See de Oliveira for a similar result for QL+ ( (RL ),
Call this stratification^ . As previously, giving (f^X, ft" ) 
the Whitney £"°- topology, the subspace of ¿T^X, IR") of 
(t^-maps transversal t o j  , is open dense in (X, iRh )
If P e End*(x * ) , then F« : {x J * lRl —* £xj * lRi is
given by :-
F*(x, y) = (x, AF(x)y ) where
Xe: x - * End(I?1 ) - is a C  -map (see section 2) ,
We shall in future identify (x) with its matrix 
representation with respect to the standard basis on 1 
for all xfc X .
Definition 1.1. Let Pi End'iX * R1) , where X is a 
•‘’-manifold . Then P is said to be generic if X : X
is transversal to the stratification j
Let HCM(2,2) "be the subspace consisting of real 
2 x 2 matrices , none of which are linearly equivalent 
to (i) Shears , (ii) ±  Id, (iii) ± 0 * 0  , or (iv) Null. 
The main theorem of the chapter is :- 
Theorem 1.1. (Local Classification , relative to H ).
Let P ,0 he generic (f^-endomorphisms of a -bundle 
X *1^ , where X is a 6 " -manifold . Let P and G he
p. t. e. ( < z S )  where j  :X -* X is a diff eomorphism and Af(x) 
and A‘*^(x) are in H. for all xe X . Then P and G are
1.1. e. [¡j>) at x for all x e X ,
2. REAL PLANE BUNDLES
2.1. Canonical Model for H . In this section, we
take X to he a paracompact space and E to he the bundle 
X * . It is in fact not neccessary to take E to he
trivial in the local classification problem However 
since there is no continuous function Af ; X ■* End(IR) 
associated with P e End(E) ,when E is non-trivial, 
it is not clear how to define 'genericity'. There 
are also the technical problems associated with choice 
of trivialisation .
A canonical model A" in tR* is constructed for the 
endomorphisms He M(2,2) of .That is, points in the model 
a p a c e  A '  represent matrices other than those of the type :- 
± Shears , iO < 0^ in canonical form relative to the standard 
basis on v .
... — ‘ r " j •' *t
V/e take the following identification of M(2,2) with l<" :
/Ki
Wi wi
Thus wfX' is identified with the matrix 
where w3 = 0 if w, / wx
."Wj Yfz,
For F t (E) , F, : [ x J * —* ( x ? *• <kl is of the form :-
P * (x,y) = (x, /\f(x) y)
where XF :X End( (Rl) <-* M(2,2)~-*/?* is continuous ,
X x '^ ld- > X ^1?* End( (R1) X - fR*
„ X < X a fR* — * (R. (i,3 = 1.2)X «=— * X * ¿e.? v________  J ^  MR* -fc-------------- *
;------ w i i-------------Thus F is a £ * -map ^  Xf is a g-' -mapc=> Qf^-is £' -map.
Write ( Ac ),, m V , , ( )u = X  , ( A-' )„ = Af, , ( AF ^ = ,l£ = -JJ
/(' lies in the hyperplane of ‘i given hy w 3 = -w_ .
Vi'e shall in future omit the w^ — co-ordinate when speaking of 
points in A  .
Because of symmetry about the line w, =*: and the (w , 3 w j  
plane, we restrict our attention to the subset K  of
given hy
Thus wf-H' is identified with the matrix
W| Hf where w3 = O if w, / w, ,
L-w, Wi ]
For F t End (E) , F, : fx] < IR1 — »■ ( x ? * fc* is of the form 
F x (x,y) = (x, /\t(x) y)
where Ar :X -> End( iRx) «-* M(2,2)^/?’ is continuous .
X ¿ f t ' > X x lRl * End ( iRz ) ,d Keuy X * IR1
X «=--* X x X x IR1— X * fR* _<*— (R (i,3 = 1,2)
--------------------; — ^ -----------------------------Thus F is a C* -map 4=5, ^  is a (T -map<=> Qf/jis ^ -map.
Write ( Ac )„ = X , ( ¿F )„  = AS , ( A-' )„  = AF, , ( AF = ,l£ = -AJ
W(: - I
/f7 lies in the hyperplane of given by w 3 = -w„ .
We shall in future omit the w^ - co-ordinate when speaking of
points in A ' .
Because of symmetry about the line w, = w ; and the (w, , w j  
plane, we restrict our attention to the subset A, of k\‘
given by
__i
«>
/t = £ (w, ,w2 ,w3 ) <-/(' I W|? Ti if w, = O^and w 3 > O if w, = wz j 
(Roughly speaking, any family of matrices in ^  - {line w, = w,} 
is locally linearly equivalent to a family in ^  - {line w, = w.J
M * = { (w, ,w, ,w, )e/i / w, = wL,Wj= 0 '
X.' = { (w, ,wt ,w, )i/M / w,> wlfw, - O 5’
In '*1' , the points represent matrices with strictly complex 
eigenvalues (i.e. non - zero imaginary parts). Points in M '  
represent diagonal matrices with equal eigenvalues: and those 
in t\~ , matrices with real distinct eigenvalues.
Define EndA, (E) c End(E) to be the eubspace consisting 
of endomorphisms P such that A (x)t/T for all x t X. 
Similarly define End^.(E), etc..
2.2. Local Classification of EndAx(E).
To prove local equivalence of endomorphisms F and G 
in Endv(E), it is only necessary to apply results already 
obtained for real and complex line "bundles. It is not 
completely obvious just how to do this. The next few pages 
indicate precisely how The exposition is split into two 
obvious parts.
2.2(A) Consider Snd^-(E).
Let Fe End*.(E). In some neighbourhood U of x * X, we 
may write F|U : U * is1 -* : -
F I U = (F',F*) : U * ( |iN £05 ) ® U * ( C0]< iR)-*U*(lR<«fO$)©U* ( iOi * % ) 
Where F*(y, ,0) = (AUx)yi , 0)
PL(0, yt) = (0, Ar, (x)y, ) , for all (y,, y, ) e IR*
(We take (yi ,yj to "be the standard co - ordinates of a 
point in /R1" ).
We identify F'and F'with obvious endomorphisms of the 
line bundle U > iR .
Define, (l) = {xtX | M((x)/ = / j*
^ ( 1 )  = £ x e X  | Ml(x)l = 1/
where F « End *- ( E )
Let F,Gt End a- ( E ) be p.t.e. {<£)
Then J U D  = f'( 2U1) ) = (l),(say) ,
and = f t ? :  i(l) ) = 2,(1), (say).
Similarly define 2, (0) and 2,(0) .
Define c, : X - ( 2,(l) o 2T, (0))-» l2 : -
c,(x) = log_I -*■ "^ (x)!
1 log M'i (x)l
And similarly define c; : X - ( 2,(1) ok,(0) ) — > liR
Lemma 2. 1. Let F , G e End^_ ( E ) be p. t.e.(^) in a 
neighbourhood V of x^ X. Then P and G are l.t.e, ( ^  ) 
at x c if andonly if P' and G* are l . t . e . ) at x„, as 
endomorphisins of V»R ; also F 1 and G x are 1. t.e. { .< / ) at x 
as endomorphisms of V * IR. .
Proof. 4
' if*. Assume F* and G* are 1. t.e. (^) at x„, and let 
: (U ,* iR ,0*)— f ( U « R  ,0*) be a conjugacy between P* 
and G1 on some neighbourhood 0, c v  of xt .
Similarly let <£*: (Uj^lR ,0^)—» (U**/? >0*) be a 
conjugacy between P 1 and G ‘ on U2cVct x .  .
In the obvious sense,
$  = (§\<$‘) : (U.nUj'tf* .O0-*(U,rtUi*K’\Ox) 
is a conjugacy between P and G at x„,
'only if Assume F* and 0 ‘ are not 1.1. e. ( p ) at
Xo . Then it is clear from chapter 2.2. that 
^(x.) = ) = 1  (or -1 ) .
Let :(U *IRV , 0* ) — * (U */R*- , 0* ) be a conjugacy between 
P and G on some neighbourhood U c V  of x„.
It is easy to see that § x. maps the y. -axis to the y, - axis 
For U 'small enough' , we may assume <£* maps the y2-axis 
to the y L -axis in ¿xj * R* , for all x t H .
But & J  yi-axis , for xe U - Z 2(l), is of the form 
y L >— * y L exp(c,(x)^(logy) ) , for y > 0 
where ^  : (is -* i R is a periodic function of period 
loglAlx)/.
Hence <§ ju -iTJl) extends over U if and only if 
c 2. : U (1)-»/?’ extends over U .
But if o i extends over U , F 1 and G l are 1.1. e. (y<) at 
x. , (chapter 2, theorera2.3. ) - contradiction .
The following theorem is immediate from lemma 2.1. 
and theorem 2.3. in chapter 2..
Theorem 2.1. ( Local Classification on (l) u £z(l) ). 
Let P ,OiEndA.(E) he p.t.e. (<f>) in a neighbourhood V 
of x<> t X, where (i) x„eX.(l) and/or (ii) x^tl/l) . Then 
P and G are l.t. e. (ji) at xc, if and only if for some 
neighbourhood U c V  of x<,(i) c, : U — X,(l) —>i?* and/or 
(ii) Cj. : 0 - ^ .(1)-* lR+ extend over U .
( Note , x 0 i 2 . ( 1 )  rtl,(l) if \f (x.) = (1,-1,0) . )
A more general form of this theorem can easily be 
obtained. Let Fe End(E) and AF:X —* End(fR') be such that 
for some x„t X , Af(x<,) is a matrix with real distinct 
eigenvalues. Then for some neighbourhood U of x , 
there exists a unique Endn.(E/U) such that P/U and 
F* are locally linearly equivalent at Xo ,
( the eigenvectors of Af(x) can be chosen so as to depend 
smoothly on /(x) and therfore continuously on x t U ) 
Thus if P and G * End(E) are p. t.e. (?0 , then for 
Xi X, such that Af (x) and A*.^(x) have real distinct 
eigenvalues , there are neighbourhoods U of x such that 
2T, (1) , J,(l) , c.and c, are well defined . Hence 
theorem 2.1. is extended in the obvious way .
Similarly a more general form of the following 
theorem is easily given . f, (0) and ^  (0) are defined 
in the obvious way .
Theorem 2.2. (Local Classification on 1 , (0) u  I J O )  ).
Let P,GfcEnd^.(E) be p. t. e. (/) in a neighbourhood V
of x 0 61,(0)01/0) . Then P and G are l.t.e. (/) at x. . 
Proof. The proof follows from lemma 2.1. and theorem 2.4.
in chapter 2 .
2.2.(B) Local Classification on /I*
The local classification of endomorphisms Ft Endx-^E) 
follows easily from our results on endomorphisms of complex 
line "bundles.
F* : 2 -^ ( M (x) + i >F-i (x) ) z  
Let F,G f End^(E) be . p. t. e. ( ^  ).
Define Z  (l) = { x * X  ^(x))* + ^ j(x))i = ^“•2(x)Ji + = lj
and 2  (°) = [ x  t X |/lF(x) = = oj
We assume X -2(0) is locally path-connected . Then 
d,. is defined in a neighbourhood D of x„ £ X - Z(O) as 
in chapter 2.
The following theorem is just the real plane bundle 
version of Theorem 3,2. of chapter 2 ( re^+ated for the 
readers benefit ).
Theorem 2.3. (Local Classification on Z(l) ) .
Let F, G <£ End^E) be p. o.t. e. (?0 in a neighbourhood V 
of x0el(l) . Then F and 0 are l.o.t. e. ) at x B if and
only if for some neighbourhood U c V  of x° , c : U - 2(l) —»/A?*
and d„. : U - £(l)-* /R can be extended over U .
Let Ft End(E ) and x.t X , such that /\r (x0) has
strictly complex eigenvalues . Then for some neighbourhood 
U of x ^ , there exists a unique endomorphism F„ t  End^(E/U) 
such that F/U and F* are locally linearly equivalent at x„.
Let Ft End/<4-(E), then F*. : is given by
F*(yi , y j  = ( Af(x)y, + /*3(x)yz, - Aj (x)y, + A', (x)y* )
(recall AF (x) = -'i(x) ).
Identifying IR‘~ with C , we have
Also define c : X - (¿(l) <-> 2(0) ) — » lR ” such that :
Let (x) = a v g ( A f, (x) + iA$(x) ) , ^ (x) = arg(/<i(x) + i^j(x) )
Thus theorem 2.3. extends to the obvious more general form.
2.3. Hyperbolic Endomorphlsms.
We have not yet considered local equivalence on/f‘.
It is not difficult to give a local classification with 
respect to/!° (i. e. a classification of End^o(E) ) at points 
other than 'Null, and ±Id', "by a direct method, hut it is 
lengthy. Moreover the results do not extend easily to 
more general endomorphisms Ft End(E) at points x t X  such 
that AF(x) has real, equal eigenvalues (not =*l,0) (the 
construction of local conjugacies around matrices of the 
form [o aJ , Af*l,0 is not trivial). Therefore we give 
the following theorem, which provides a local classification 
of hyperbolic endomorphisms of not only but also ’
Definition 2.1. An endomorphism End( X*fi") is
hyperbolic if it is an automophism on X-'R'1 and for each 
xtX, OL('R”) has no real eigenvalue of modulus 1
nor complex eigenvalue of modulus 1.
The following theorem is a modification of a result 
due to Robbin Lx J .
Theorem 2.4, (Local Classification of Hyperbolic Endomorphisras) 
Let E be the bundle X * R , fl>0. Let F,Gi End(E) be 
hyperbolic endomorphisms that are p.t.e. ( /  ) at x.tX.
Then F and G are 1. t.e. ( <f> ) at x..
Proof. We shall in fact prove that F and F<_ are
1.1. e.(idx) at Xo, where Fo* End(E) is the 'constant' 
endomorphism, such that AF°(x) = A^ixo), for all xt X.
Similarly it can be shown that £*(Qj and 9^0 ) are 
1.t.e.(idx) at x . The result follows.
To simplify the proof we assume F is 'pure contraction'
(i. e. all the eigenvalues of ^  (x) are of modulus < l) at 
each x in some neighbourhood V of x . If not, we split
b2
PlV into (F*,F') and V«fRn into (V< WpJ<»(V* W?) where W,T(x) 
and W|(x) are the suhspacea offx* , invariant under F» 
and F* (respectively). Similarly Pe= (P^,P;). Since P 
and P 0 are p. t.e. (idx) in V, the dimensions of (x) and 
Wfo(x) agree for x t V  (and of course those of Wp(x) and 
W~o(x) )• We may assume that the subspaces Wi (x) and W^(x) 
are equal for all x e V, if not, we may replace P by an 
endomorphism locally linearly conjugate to P. A conjugacy 
5  (if it exists) between P and Fc may be defined by (¿j+f^ -) 
where «^conjugates F*and F„+ and <£~ conjugates P'and FT.
Hence it is sufficient to consider P, pure contraction, 
or pure expansion.
Given | , the ¿j-norm of 5 is given by
I iH. = bujd I l (x)/|
If i is <?', define the <?-norm
HSU, = ¡¡SHo + sup j b S  M  a
Robbin in [ i j  proves that a hyperbolic endomorphism f 
of is structurally stable (this is a restatement of 
Hartmans theorem [7 J  ) that is any diffeomorphism g 
sufficiently ¿’-close to f is conjugate to f. It is clear 
from the proof that the conjugacy set up between f and g 
varies continuously with g in a neighbourhood of f in 
Diff (hI?"). He in fact goes on to prove f is absolutely 
structurally stable. To apply this result to obtain our 
theorem, we would require F, and Ft* to be ^'close for x 
near x_. But IIP*//, is unbounded. Hence we first approximate 
F*, for x t V by a (?- function which is ¿f- close to P,x for V 
sufficiently small.
Define 0 : V<|R%>|R , such that for each xeV, £Us g “, 
non - negative, with compact support and equal to 1 on a 
neighbourhood W of 0 e
Now define f * : lRr'-*lRn such that
f*(y) = ^(y)P*(y) + (1- 0*(y) ) Fu*(y) ,
for all x e V, and y t  lRn.
Then f * is ^*and f,|W = F„^ W, for all xt V. Furthermore 
f x can be made arbitrarily 6-close to Foxby suitable choice 
of neighbourhood D c V  of xc. Thus by the absolute structural 
stability of P.x , x t V  (Robbins result [7J ), there is a 
conjugacy -y* ( R n ,0) -»(/^ " ,0) between f* and PoX , that
varies continuously with x, for x in some neighbourhood D 
of x .
Now define ; ( l it *  , 0 ) - * (  /?”, 0) by 
¿>„(y) = C-yx-Po" (y). for all n> k.
Where Fo"* (y) fy*1 (W), for all n i k  and xtD, is well-
defined, independent of n, and the required conjugacy 
between Poland Px, for all x iU, Moreover $ * . varies 
continuously with x, x e 0: i.e. P and F0 are l.t.e. (id,).
3. PROOP OF LOCAL CLASSIFICATION THEOREM RELATIVE TO H.
In this section, we take X to be a manifold and 
E to be the bundle X * (£* . The space of C -  endomorphisms 
of E is denoted by End‘’(E).
We reduce the ganeral local classification theorem 1.1. 
to a local classification theorem for endomorphisms in 
End„-(E) <J End^E)* that are generic in the following sense.
Consider th e  following s t r a t i f i c a t i o n  of
( i ) ¿(W, ,wi f 0 )  £-A_ I w , = l ,  w ^ / - l j
( Ü )
1*HJo•»*> wt = -  1,  w, ^ 1 j
( i i i ) {(w, ,w,. , 0 ) i > T  |
HIIf**
( i v ) {  (w, ,W2 , 0 )  ¿Ai'l H1II>
(v ) i  (w, ,w2, 0 )  e rt1II«•»HIIÎ
(vi) A '  - ¿ ( l ) u  (ii) o  (iii)u (iv)u (v)j>
Trivially it is a stratification satisfying the Whitney 
condition-(a). itDefinition 3.1. Let Ff End^(E). Then F/generic if 
,\f ; X is transversal to the stratification J '  ( A - ) .
It is clear from the previous sections that given 
P and 0 in End(E) that are p.t.e. ) then for any xé X, 
such that X (x) and (x) have real distinct or
'hyperbolic' eigenvalues, P and G are l.t e. ) at x.
This holds true,irrespective of the differentiability 
conditions on E, X etc The differential criteria are 
needed to prove local equivalence in the neighbourhood of 
matrices with at least one eigenvalue of modulus (real or 
complex) one (V ± Id, ± Shears ) .
The following lemmas reduce this general problem to 
the equivalent problem on/H" and .
Lemma 3.1 ,(X r ) Let P be a generic €  - endomorphism on 
E = where X is a if'’-manifold. Then for each xef X,
such that Af (x0) has real distinct eigenvalues, there
exists a neighbourhood U of x 0 and a unique endomorphism 
End*.(E/0) such that P*> is generic and such that P 
and F*. are locally linearly equivalent at Xo.
Proof. Assume X (x0) has real distinct eigenvalues, then 
there is a neighbourhood 0 of t ,  such that for all x e U, 
Af (x) has real distinct eigenvalues. The eigenvalues of 
AF (x) depend smoothly on ( X, (x), , A*(x)) and therefore
on x t U. Clearly then , there is a matrix reduceing X (x) 
to diagonal form that varies smoothly with xt 0 i.e. we 
have a local linear equivalence between P and a unique 
endomorphism End£(E/U). it is now only necessary to 
show F< is generic. The reduction of X  (*) to diagonal 
form determines a smooth map L in a neighbourhood of 
,\F (x o )iti\ 1' such that the following diagram commutes
in a neighbourhood V of xD in (i).k,(l) and / or (ii)^ (l), 
where^ : X-^ X is a i -  diffeomorphism. Then for some 
neighbourhood U<^V of Xt., (i) c, : U -5,(1)—*',r and / or 
(ii) c, : U - "^ 2. (l) -*R ' extend over U.
r> neighbourhood of/fc) .
Thus if X  is transversal to the stratification J' ( M ( 2 , 2 ) )  
at X o, X * is transversal to the stratificationJ (A - ) 
i.e. F* is generic.
It is easily checked 
that L is regular in a
Lerrnia 3. 8. Let F,Gé End".(E) be generic and p.t.e. ( ? )
Proof, The proof follows that of lemma 4,1. in
chapter 2, and so is ommitted.
And now a lemma , similar to lemma 3.1., reducing the 
general local classification problem in the neighbourhood 
of a matrix with eigenvalues of complex modulus one , 
to the simpler corresponding problem on A .r ,
L e t  01 ~ I w i=  * (*.* + w/ ) = 1 l  ,
of complex modulus one .
Lemma 3.3. (A * ) Let Fe End°°(E) be a generic &- endomorphism. 
Then for each XotX such that /JF(x0) has strictly complex 
eigenvalues, there is a neighbourhood U of xc and a unique 
endomorphism F^tEnd^iE/U) such that P and P* are locally 
linearly equivalent at x D, and furthermore : U — 
is transversal to at x„.
Proof. Assume Ar (xc) has strictly complex eigenvalues.
has strictly complex eigenvalues for all it U. Hence 
/\F (x) reduces to t'-e unique form
( b(x) > 0 for xe 0 ). Clearly a(x) and b(x) vary 
smoothly with x e U . Thus P determines a unique endomorphism 
FA e ErxUt. (E/U) . It is easily checked that P and F* are 
locally linearly equivalent at x<> . Further the local
i. e . ^  represents the matrices in M 4 with eigenvalues
Then there is a neighbourhood D of xc, such that AF(x)
where a(x) + ib(x) are 
the eigenvalues of '\r (x) .
equivalence determines a smooth map L : Ik""— * A + such 
that the following diagram commutes
U
It is ensily seen that 
L is regular at \f(**).
Thus if Af is transversal to the stratification^ of M  (2,2), 
X M is transversal to at
Lemma g. 4. Let F,Ge End^(E) "be such that AF and A* are
transversal toy^ . Also let P and G he p.t.e. ( ^ ) in a 
neighbourhood V of x. e^(l) where ^  : X-*X is a
diffeomorphism. Then for some neighbourhood Uc V of x„ , 
c : D - 2 (1)-^ and dx. : U -2. (l)-* (R.\ can be extended 
over U.
Proof . The proof follows that of lemma 4.1. in chapter 2.
The proof of the 'main local classification theorem' 
is now complete.
To summarize:
local classification of generic endomorphisms Fe End^E) 
at points x*, such that AF (*c) *= H and
(i) AF(xo) has one eigenvalue 0, follows from theorem 2.2. 
and lemma 4.1. ;
(ii) AF(x0) has at least one real eigenvalue of modulus 
one, follows from theorem 2.1. and lemmas 3 . 1 .,3.2.;
(iii) Af (x q) has an eigenvalue of complex modulus one, 
follows from lemmas 33. 3.4. and theorem 2.3.
(iv) A' (xo) is hyperbolic, follows from theorem 2.4..
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CHAPTER 4.
THE LOCAL’CLASSIFICATION PROBLEM AT BIFURCATION POINTS 
OP CODIMENSION GREATER THAM ONE. "
1. Introduction.
As previously indicated, the local classification 
problem so far considered is effectively 'the codimension 
one' problem (see chapter 1. ). In this chapter, the 
codimension n, (n = 2,4) problem is considered; that is 
the local classification problem in a neighbourhood of 
'* Shears' (codim. 2), '* 0 * O' (codim. 2), '*Id? (codim. 4) 
and 'Null' (codim. 4). At the time of writing no complete 
solution to these local classification problems has been 
obtained. However there are some partial solutions.
These are included in this chapter, together with sub - 
stantiated conjectures and some plausible but unsubstantiated 
ones.
The general aim of the chapter is to point to the 
difficulties of the problem, to present some techniques I 
have used to obtain my partial solutions, indicate their 
shortcomings, and suggest modifications of the problem 
Itself. For example in the neighbourhood of *■ Id- or * Shear, 
a more natural (but not easier) problem is the local 
classification with respect to 'local orbital equivalence' 
(see section 2), I conjecture that the problems are 
equivalent.
A further notion of equivalence is suggested,'deleted 
local equivalence'. Basically a local deleted conjugacy 
at X. (say) is defined only on an open - dense subset of a
> ifciMfti’ iim ftfllim at,
'i
neighbourhood of xu. It reduces the problem, effectively, 
to a codimension one problem, and as such may be easier to 
handle.
The difficulty of writing this chapter, has been in 
the sifting through, of the mass of partial results, long 
messy proofs etc. , and putting them in a form convincing 
enough for the reader to understand the difficulties and 
believe the conjectures. Unfortunately the techniques 
are inelegant, unsophisticated and generally lengthy.
This is not totally or simply a reflection on the state of 
my mind of my thesis, but of the subject of bifurcations.
The contents of the chapter are then as follows.
Section 2 deals with the local equivalence problem in the 
neighbourhood of 'Id' (although this may be the most 
difficult problem, the simple situation we consider (on/t) 
best illustrates the techniques employed in this chapter). 
8ection 3 deals with the local classification in the 
neighbourhood of a 'Shear1, and the notion of 'deleted local 
equivalence' is considered informally. Section 4 
considers briefly the 0 * 0  and Null bifurcations; only 
conjectures are offered, (possibly naive).
Lastly throughout this chapter we take X to be «■ 
-manifold (unless otherwise stated) and E to be the bundle 
X * ft* . We reserve the right to call upon whatever class 
of endomorph!smsand whatever assumptions best illustrate 
or simplify the exposition.
no
2. The Local Classification Problem In a Neighbourhood of 'Id.*
2.1. The Stratification$  of fi? near ’Id!
Recall/!' = [(w, ,w,,w,, w v ) t t /  w, ^  w, w, = 0, w^-w.J , 
and = l  (w, ,wz»Wj »wt)i^'/ w,*w3 if *j= 0, w^ . 0 If w,= w«./1.
A neighbourhood of ’Id' in/^(or>i ) is the air.ulest 
(non-trivial) on which to consider the local equivalence 
problem. We can even give a complete local classification 
of End^iE). The models (or ¿t ) is far from being generic .
A three-dimensional neighbourhood of 'Id' gives a more 
precise picture of the stratification at 'Id'. The easiest 
way to obtain this picture is to’fill out* H ' i.e. take 
the whole hyperplane (w^ = - w o f  A?“* . Call it .
The picture is given overleaf.
Notice that 'Rotations ' is part of an elliptic 
hyperboloid caught between the planes |w, - wJ =  Zwi  
(these planes represent matrices with equal eigenvalues).
Further this surface intersects these planes in the lines 
given by its intersection with the plane w, + 2 ,
(these lines represent * Shears ). To see how the 
individual rotations foliate this surface, we give a 
2-dimensional view of the surface looking along the line 
w, = Wj., w, = 0 towards (0,0,0) on the positive side of (1,1,0),

2.8« Z- and ^ - orbits.
The notion of an ^  - orhit system of a matrix At GI/( R*) 
is essentially that of the flow of an associated linear 
differential equation. It may he defined however without 
reference to differential equations. The important technique 
associated with the ^  - orhit system of a matrix A, is that 
of associating coordinate systems with the R  - orhit 
system of A, Then with families of matrices we associate 
families of .coordinate systems, thereby greatly 
simplifying the formulas for local conjjugacies. Unfortunately 
at bifurcation points, the coordinate systems undergo 
rather drastic changes. Provided the bifurcation points 
are of codimension one, a study of how the orhit systems 
merge at these points, gives some idea of the form the 
local conjugacies must take in the region of these points.
For bifurcation points x„ of codimension > 1, it is often 
clear that a local conjugacy in the neighbourhood of xe 
must be the 'identity' at x„ (see sections 2.3. and 2.4.)
To simplify the exposition, in the following, we 
assume that the matrices A,B etc. are all close to 'Id' 
or a 'Shear' in GL*( ).
Definition 2,1. The R  - orbit or orbit path of a
matrix A (near Id or Shear) through is a map
(y* ) :  R  - *  A 2 , such that 
&  (7 )(*) “ Acyc .
where Ae is defined to be exp(tlog A ) ;exp:H(2,2)-* OL(£*) 
is the standard exponential map and'log'is its local 
inverse in the neighbourhood of Id or a Shear; (e. g. 
log [i ,‘j = ¿ ] ).
The ii\ -orbit system of A in k  is the map
f a  . R *  R ‘~ — *  / R 1' ,  such that-Ci(y* ) is the
!f\ - orbit through yc of A , y . f  •
Alternatively we may define it as a subdivision of ^
determined by the solutions or orbits of the differential
equation , dy = (log A)y , 
dt
Definition 2.2. The Z-orblt of a matrix A through y0 is 
a map Z* (y0 ) : Z —> such that ,
Zfl(yo)(n) = Any0 , yre/^ 2
We shall refer ambiguously , to Kn (y. ) and Z^y,,) as sets 
in @.i , ( 'directed' in the sense of t or n increasing ). 
Clearly Zfl(y„) c  (ye )
Definition 2.3. If A and B e  GL *(lR ?) are matrices near 
I dor a'Shear’, A and B are said to be'orbitally equivalent' 
(orb. e. ), if there is a homeomorphism Ÿ  ;( ^ >°) — » (£%0) 
such that ' f  takes /£,-orbits into /^¡-orbits and -y 
takes Rt> -orbits into Rn -orbits .
We may also define the notion of polntwlse orbltally 
equivalent (j£), p. orb.e. (¿¿). Further, 1. orb. e. at xzj. o r  x UM 
We conjecture that:if F and G 6 End(E) are p. o. t.e. ( 0 )  
in a neighbourhood V of x f  H. (Shear ) (or I  (ld)l then F and G are
» »<**« , X1. o. t. e. (?)/, .if and only if F and G are 1.orb.e. at x , ,
’,Ve make the following informal observation in support 
of the conjecture : l.o.t.e, ( fr ) 1. orb.e. {<£) .
Let l A*jbe a sequence of matrices in GL^) converging 
to Id . Z^(yc ) C  f^t„(y<>) » for and all n> 0.
Taking the 'limit' of these sets Zft (yt ) and ^(y. ) (for 
example the 'inverse limit' can easily be defined), we 
have lim Z^y«, ) = lim (y„ ) . Thus any local
conjugacy in a neighbourhood of Id, is arbitrarily close 
to any local orbital equivalence .
The converse i. e. 1. orb. e. 1. o. t. e, ) is more
difficult. To obtain a local conjugacy from a local orbital 
equivalence , one has to 'reparametrize' all the orbit paths 
so that ' Z-orbits ' go to 'Z-prhita'. --------------- — *
>8.3. Local Classification at Id' In M . .
A neighbourhood of 'Id' in,M is shown below.
The main result of this section is the theorem 2.1.
The important part of the theorem is the 'only if' 
(or'neccessity') part . It indicates a new type of condition 
for local equivalence (new in the sense that it was not 
needed in the codimension one classification problem).
The 'if' (or'sufficiency') part does not have any real 
importance since the choice of neighbourhood of 'Id'
(i. e. in /{ ) is very artificial. Nevertheless a proof is 
given in section 2.4. in order to demonstrate the technique 
of using families of coordinate systems.
Let P , Oe En^E) be p.t.e. ( / ) .
Define J  (Id) = \ x t  X /  Af (x) = A*j*(x) = Id ] .
If in some neighbourhood 0 of Xot2(Id) , P and Q have the 
property that A* ( x )  £ M * if and only if X’- f (x)cX‘ , 
then P and Q are said to satisfy the '/(“ - condition'.
In the following theorem the endomorphisms satisfy the 
V{'-condition'. but it is only used in proving the 'if' 
part , (it is not needed to prove 'deleted local equivalence'
- see section 3. ).
.JL
Theorem 8.1. (Local Classlfication on ^  (Id) ).
Let F,Gt EndA (E) be p t.e. (/) and satisfy the '^“-condition' 
in some neighbourhood V of x0£l>(ld). Assume the functions 
c ^ O j.jC and d^, all extend over some neighbourhood üc V of^  x„ 
to functions c, ,c*,c and dû, (respectively) where cT, (x) = c (x), 
for xi U, and d,,(x) = -0 for x such that \ r (x) and , \ y ( x ) e / i ~ j  
x i U  , Assume U - JST (Id) is dense in U. Then F and 3 are 
1.1. e. (yO at x„ if and only i f ‘c(x) = l5for all .x e U n ¿ ( I d ). 
Proof, 'if'. This is proved in section 2.4.
•only if'. Let <£> : (U *G?f 0X ) —> (U*£4 , 0X) be 
a conjugacy between F and G on x0.
Let U(sd), denote the subset of U such that Ar (x) and /1‘/(x) 
are in 'saddles' for all xe 0(sd). Similarly define U(rt)
U (ex), U(ct), U(lex),U(lct), D(ld).
As in lemma2.2., in chapter 2. , the general form for a 
conjugacy defined on U(sd) can be found. Firstly it is 
clear that for each x é  U(sd), any homeomorphism conjugating 
F,and ^*(g )< must preserve axes . Then the general form 
for a conjugacy between F. and ,x£ U(sd) , is •-
for y, , y { > 0  ,
(yTexp(c,ix)^u(log y, .log yj), y/exp(cjx)(logy,,logyj) ) 
where^ : is a periodic function of period
(log-Vi(x) , log/\f2(x) ) , and /it* is similarly defined.
As in previous arguments of this type.it can be seen, if xi U(Id), 
that $>x is given by
But it has been shown (lemma 3 3. chapter 2. ), that for 
xt U(rt) is of the form -
(rc<", e  + d„. (x)log r )
lb
Trivially , then &  is the identity . for xi U ni(Id). 
Therefore c(x) = 1 , for all x t UAZ(Id).
The orhit systems of F*and G,in a neighbourhood of 
x„<r^.(Id) are as shown below.
any local orbital equivalence between F and G (if it exists) 
must be the identity at x.e^ild). It is not so clear 
however that this implies c(xj = 1 . I conjecture (and
We show by counterexample , using theorem 2.1. , that 
if F ,8f End(E) are p.o.t.e.(f>) in a neighbourhood V of x* 
in ^  (Id) , then it is not in general true that F and G 
are l.o.t.e. U )  at x„ , even if the functions c (, c£ ,e and d„. 
extend (as in theorem 2 1.) over V .
Counterexample 2.1.
Let X = , E = X * (R* , and F.G e End,f(E) are given in
a neighbourhood U of (1,0) as follows. Before defining 
. u -*>( and Ak:U -*■ A  , we simplify their forms by 
defining new coordinates on M', (w/ ,w/ ,wj ), where 
wf = w, + w. , wi = Wj-JVj. , w/ = w, .
It is evident that if F and G are p.o.t.e.(^), then
can probably prove)that this is so.
IT,
the plane{wj' = 0$ and Wi> 0 ;  /  and A6, a r e  expressed In 
standard cartesian coordinates in ^  and H • D in the upper 
half -plane of f t 1 maps under Af and \b into the planetw/= o]  
and w /f 0  ;  A‘ and A& are then expressed in polar coordinates 
in £  and A  .
f  ^ ( * . * 3 0  = (x* ,x*,0) , x ^ O  , (x,,n)i D ,
c ^ ( r » e ) = (r ,0 ,B‘) , o , (r , e ) e  U .
C A (x, ,X, ) — (2x, — l,2x^ , 0) t Xji 0 , (x, ,Xi ) t D ,
Ab(r , 6 ) = (2r2- 1,0 , 9 1) , 9 i  0 , (r , e ) * U .
P and O are p.t.e.(id,) , c |f o z ,c and d extend over U , 
hut c (1,0) = 2. Hence P and O are not 1.t.e. (idx ) at (1,0).
Similarly a counterexample can he constructed.
Theorem 2.1. is stated in terms of endomorphisms in End^(E). 
However a similar theorem concerning generic endomorphisms 
can he given . i. e. we may show that, given P,Qt End^(E) 
are generic and p.o. t.e. {</>) in a neighbourhood of x0£Z(Id) 
where ^ :X-*-X is a diffeomorphism , then if P and G are 
1.o. t. e. ( f )  at x, , 'e(x) ■ 1 for all xf IMS'(Id) , ( the 
converse is false ). To construct a counterexample similar 
to 2.1. hut for generic endomorphismB is very complicated 
since the dimension of X must he at least four. It is 
reasonable to assume such an example exists.
Remark. So far we have not considered the following 
problem; given P.Oi End^E) are p. o. t.e t y ) for some
diffeoraorphim^ X -*X  in a neighbourhood of x.£j (Id), then 
is there a diffeomorphism : X -*■ X such that F and 0 are
l.o.t.e.(^) at To ? The problem is alot more difficult, 
and possibly not such an interesting one , (compare the work 
of Arnold on Versal families of matrices £ l J).
8.4. Proof of'Sufficiency ' in Theorem 2.1.
Recall a neighbourhood of 'Id' in A  .
We shall construct a local conjugacy 
at Xoi^(Id) between P and G on D c X  
The construction is non-trivial;
and so .rather than write down 
the local conjugacy without explanation, the details of the 
construction are presented(informally). The techniques 
employed will be used again in a more difficult construction 
in section 3 .
The difficulty for the reader , will be in the mass of 
notation needed . It is a good idea for the reader to think of 
U c  X as a 'copy* of a neighbourhood of 'Id' in/{ (taking 
X m fc ) .
Recall U(ex) = ^ x £ U / \f  ( x )  a n i ^ ^ ( x )  are ’expansions' J  .
Since P and G satisfy theM'-condition ' , some further 
simplifying notation can be given
Define 0(ex4) = { x  t  V ( e x ) / (x) and X'f (x) have complex or j>
' real equal eigenvalues
U(ex,R) = \x t U(ex)// (x) and^y(x) have real eigenvalues/’.gfec.
The sets U(ex ), U(rt)/ are shown below in a neighbourhood 
U of x. in X = ( lL . (Noteyty is a subspace of//?1)
We shall only construct
the conjugacy 
on the shaded region 
of D. The conjugacy
constructed in an analo
elsewhere in D , is
or obvious fashion .
The construction is simplified by associating with Pi End^(E)
The idea of the change of coordinates presented here 
is to'straighten out', the orbit paths for . Then 
relative to the new coordinate system the orbits for AfaJ 
will be rays through the origin , giving a 'natural system 
of polar coordinates' relative to F* .
For xt U(ex^), the change of coordinates is given by 
the homeomorphism <sf (x) : lRl—*/R ‘,  defined by the formula
where h F :U(ex^) is given by
h f(i) = log/Cx) , which is well defined and continuous.
With respect to these polar coordinates, the endomorphism
In fact c>: U(ex^)*^1—» U(ex,i)'/^t ,ie a homeoraorphism. 
(Note. tan(vf, (y, fy, )) is the intersection of the orbit path
a family of 'polar-coordinates on U(ex) .
Construction of a family of * polar'coordinates for F on U(ex ) .
o ( x ) ( y ,  * y * )  = (y. » y | y t * ~ ‘ )
10gAi(x
We then take polar coordinates ( r r, f yf, )  .where 
r?„(y, ,7z) = (y,1 + y ^ ) K , and 
▼s,(y, .yt) = tan'1 ( yjyA"'1)
of \r (x) through (y, ,yt ) with the line ya = 1 (for yt> 0).)
Construction of a family of ’polar1 coordinate systems for 
F on U(exr).
The 'straightening out' homeomorphism<?i(x) for x<i 0(ex<r)
Is a little more difficult to define , since the orhit paths 
for AF(x) through (r,e )tli? are spirals. However these spirals 
are given hy a simple formula
/ ¡^ ( r f B ) ( t )  = (|Af (x)l*r , © + IjS'Xx) ) , t  * 1%,
The point of intersection of each spiral with the unit 
circle (and any other circle centered at 0 ) is unique.
Thus we express the points of fK in terms of these intersections 
and r . We have then,
o> • Oiex^ )<* fi?1" — * U(ext) * , is a
homeomorphism given hy
crr (x)(r,e) = (rf. ,vF, ) , where rf<(r,e) = r
and v f (r, &) - 9 - f  (x)lQK rloiiTTxjr
As previously , define F 0^ : 0(0X4 )*^^ -*■ U ( e x c )  * ( R J , 
such that F 0^ = Of*F|U(ext)« crP 1 , and then 
Ff(rf„ ,vf, ) = (iAF(x)|rF, ,vFi )
Note that arFl(u(exc )n U(ex^) x /?') , is well defined, 
i.e. Cp : Uiex)»!^* —* Uiex)* !? 1 is a homeomorphism.
Write/^(x) = ^ (x) , x e U ( e x K ) f
=IAF( x ) l  , x e  U(ext ) .
/■%>*
Then for each x f  0 (ex), F*(rF, ) = (Af(x)r,r, ,vf>. ) .
For ease of exposition , take ^  :X-*X to he Id*.
As above , define a homeomorphism^trOiex )«iV.i—*- U(ex)-(k?i_ 
and G <r , such that GT(r<^ ,v&, ) = (A^(x)r„, ,v&. ) .
•v
Note that e(x) = log A^  (x) , for x* U(ex).
log X1 (x)
The construction of a conjugacy on P(ex).
To define a local conjugacy $ "between F and G on U, 
we first define it on U(ex) . This is done "by first 
constructing a conjugacy on U(ex) between F® and G®" . 
The following observations motivate our choice for .
(ij_ The conjugacy to be constructed is to preserve
orbits.
(11), The orbit system for (x), x t U(lex) is as shown. 
Any local conjugacy on a neighbourhood -jS*
x — * '•------ ►-----of x t  U(lex) that preserves orbits — <---^— >--- -
— <.— ,-->---
must be of the form -- «— J-- »---
(y.  ( —  > y^M ) on o(iex).
(ill). Fix (l,y* (y*> 0) , then tan(vFj,(l,ya )) = y ^ 'u> .
Let (l.y/V^t»6 such that taniv^d.y/)) = tan(v^(l,yx )),
then y ' = y2""J.
Finally note that
Ca.(x) = C, (x)hf (x) , hj (x }
for all Xfc D(ex^) .
(iv) . A local conjugacy in the neighbourhood of a 
point x.eO(rt) is of the form
(r,® ) * +  (rcft*i © + d*.(x, )log r ) at x, 
where d„,(x, ) - *  0 as x , - * U(Id).
(v) . Fix (l,«)e S' , then v,, (1,6) = © - £ f ( x ) »--  l o g l n x ) /
Let (1,©')« 8‘ ‘be such that T<>* i1*6') = ▼'« d * 6 ) »
then 9 ' = 9 + 2* ( x )  - y (x )
logU‘(x)l logiA^ (x)l
nNow for x£U(ex) , define : UiexJxlR1'-* U(ex)* IR* > 
such that ¥  - if*',?7*) , where r^( gX*V. ,vfJ )  = $ £ ( r  ,vfJ,
and v„x ( f "(r^, v,.) ) = f “ (i^ ,▼,*)» 
gnfl §1 is given "by the formula
$I(rr.,vfK) = ( r ^  , tanUtanvf.>tan^®H )) ) ,
where e(x) ='c(x) ♦ (l -^cpc^) » * *  D(ex) .
Recall c(x) = c(x) , for xeD(e^),(and h f-(x) = l),
= ct(x) , for xeU(ex^) .
Then e(x) = 1 , for xt U(ext )u O(Id) , and e(x)-> c,(x) 
as x D(lex) , ( h F(x) = '00' on U(lex) ).
The construction of the conjugacy ^ .
^conjugates and G ^ o n  U(ex). The local conjugacy $  
on D between P and G is defined such that
^ J u ( e x ) O' * §"■«. crF (1 )
then the following diagram conmutes
___________________ftlUted___________
4^--- > U(ex)*iR.l<-- b* -
p ^ U ( e x ) ^ p^>>' uiexJ^^G" ^  U ( e x ) ^
>  ^ .«r ^  . ■^ 2 "  ,
U(ex)*lR*
UCex)*®1— gr—» n(ex)*iK'
N “ H l / M
It is necce8sary to check that $|u(ex) extends naturally
to a conjugacy on D(lex) and 0(rt) .
Por x e  U(exc ) ;
from (1) , we have that,
¿(r.©) = (x* © + d^(x)log r )
which clearly extends naturally to a conjugacy on O(rt),
(see ch.2), and father extends to the identity on U(Id)
provided c(x) ■ 1 on U(Id) .
8*
For x e  ü(exft), 
£* (y. .yx ) « / il
for y, f y l }  0  , and then symmetrically about the axes«
(the function la well defined at (0,0) and on the axes ).
It is not difficult to check that^|u(ex) extends naturally 
to a conjugacy on O(lex) given "by
§v(y. . y J  = (y.lyJ^y.fy/1^'1) .
The eonjugapy $ on U(sd) is defined by a similar formula.
On U(ct) , the conjugacy is constructed as on U(ex) ^nd 
thence on U(lct). Finally is the identity on U(Id).
Remark. We could have defined a conjugacy § on a deleted 
neighbourhood of U(Id) i.e. on D - U(Id) (a'deleted' conjugacy) 
irrespective of the behavior of c on U(Id) . It is also 
apparent from the construction of °^' that the^°-condition 
was not needed to set up a deleted local eonjugacy. The 
M° -condition should be regarded as a condition determining 
the extendability of a 'deleted local conjugacy ' to a 
local conjugacy . ( It is actually difficult to prove 
this assertion rigorously ) . We expand on the theme of 
deleted local conjugacy in section 3.
3, The Local Classification problem for Shears.
3, IPeleted Local Equivalence .
From the picture in section 2. showing the stratification 
f  of £ i in a neighbourhood of Id in the hyperplane {wj«-w,J£Onta»niA<j a ihen/'
we deduce that any two-dimensional disc/transversal to $
bifurcates as shown below ,(take , t or example,a disc in 
in a plane parallel to the plane fw3= OJ ,
In order to obtain some insight into the local 
classification problem for families in the neighbourhood 
of a Shear, we need to consider some restricted class of 
endomorphisms of E (such as EndA (E) ) . The 'restricted' 
class is chosen so as to make explicit formulas for local 
conjugacies as simple as possible . Unfortunately no such 
class of endomorphisms exists that are generic in a 
neighbourhood of a Shear. Since our solution to the problem 
is incomplete , we choose a class of endomorphisms that 
best illustrates the technical difficulties of constructing 
local conjugacies in the neighbourhood of a Shear, and 
further best illustrates the technical problem of the 
construction of 'deleted local conjjugacies'. The endomorphisms 
in the class chosen are not generic.
I have been unable to construct a single local conjugacy , 
even after assuming the 'nicest' possible behavior of the
Let A i  - {  (w, ,wt ,w, ,w„ W  w 3 = 1, w, = 0 j  
A point iny^j represents a matrix in the form
The formulae for explicit conjugacies between matrices 
in the simple form of those i n ^  , are fairly complicated ; 
this makes the problem of constructing local conjugacles 
in the neighbourhood of technically very difficult.
endomorphisms near )0 |
bs"
However one may construct relatively simply, local conjugacies 
in a deleted neighbourhood of a Shear , that is a 'deleted 
local conjugacy*. We give a provisional definition of the 
notion as applied to the situation considered in this section. 
Definition g.l. Let P, G € End(E) be p. t. e. (^  ) where^: X-* X 
is a homeomorphism . Then P and G are deleted 1.1. e. ( / )  at 
x*tX(Shear), if for seme neighbourhood U of x0 »there exists 
a homeomorphiam $ : D - JT (Shear)«li\ - * U - X  (Shear) » /T2 f 
such that the following diagram commutes
(U - I(Shear)<R2 , 0, ) ~KU - ¿(Shear)* , 0X )
$ U - X(Shear) §
(U - Z (Shear)x|R* , 0, ) -?(U - Z(Shear) , 0*)
j6*(o)
The definition may be reformulated so as to apply to similar 
situations , such as deleted equivalence at x.ir(Id) .
The general idea is to delete bifurcation points of° unci
codimens i on > 1 . I conjecture : if P , G e End"(E)Xare p.o.t.e. (^  ) 
where ^ ;X-* X is a diffeomorphism , then P and G are deleted 
1. o. t. e. t y )  at x , for each xeX-X(Null) .
The construction of deleted local conjugacies is non-trivial 
and is illustrated by Theorem 3.1. , where a local classification 
for endoraorphisms in End^E) on^ (Shear) is given relative
A ,
l: : . )
Note that there is symmetry about the line £w,= w,]. Any 
family of matrices in the lower half plane is locally 
linearly equivalent to some family in the upper half plane . 
Thus it is only neccessary to construct a deleted conjugacy 
in the lower half plane . In fact , we consider only 
the shaded region shown , elsewhere»as in Theorem 2.1., it 
will "be clear how the deleted conjugacy should he constructed. 
The construction is in terms of R  -orbits as in Theorem 2.1.. 
These are shown for matrices in the' shaded region of/Is .
' w, i
° \
(w, > 1)
X---- *-
-It
9b,
Note that there is symmetry about the line {w,= w,J. Any 
family of matrices in the lower half plane is locally 
linearly equivalent to some family in the upper half plane . 
Thus it is only neccessary to construct a deleted conjugacy 
in the lower half plane . In fact , we consider only 
the shaded region shown , elsewhere, as in Theorem 2.1., it 
will "be clear how the deleted conjugacy should he constructed. 
The construction is in terras of R -orbits as in Theorem 2.1.. 
These are shown for matrices in the'shaded region of/ts .
/
ejtpaniioni (= )
X
p u n L + )
The functions c,, cxare well defined for F,G t En3^(E) 
that are p, t. e. (<f, ) .
Theorem 3.1.( Deleted Local Equivalence on ^  (Shear) for End^iE) ) 
Let P ,8f End^iE) he p.t.e. ( f i ) in a neighbourhoodVof x.*2, (Shear). 
Assume for some neighbourhood DC V of x„ , that the functions 
e( .c* extend over D to functions c, and . Then P and G 
are deleted 1.1# e. (^  ) at x. .
Proof.
To shorten and simplify the proof we make the following 
assumptions without loss of generality
(i) . We assume <{> :X-»X to he idx.
(ii) We assume AF(x) has equal eigenvalues if and only if 
A‘(x) has equal eigenvalues ,for all x in the neighbourhood
D of x e , We denote the subset of D such t> at Af (x) and 
Ab(x) have equal eigenvalues> 1 by U(ëk), and the subset 
of U such that AF(x) and A^x) have distinct eigenvalues > 1
explicit formula (as in theorem 2.
Elsewhere the deleted eonjugacy is constructed as on the 
shaded region , and can be written down without further 
Justification (and so is oramitted ) By 0(ex) we shall always 
mean the shaded region shown .
(tv) The homeomorphisms constructed will leave invariant the 
y t — axis t and therefore will be given only on the upper 
half-plane« iy. -axis}.
by U(^x). U(ex) = U(ex) u U(£x) .
(ill)We shall construct a 
deleted conjugacy only on 
the shaded region shown.
On U(sd) the deleted conjugacy 
is given by a simple
/ D
/
\
In order to obtain simple formulas for the deleted 
conjugacy, families of 'polar'coordinates for F and G are 
constructed as in theorem 2.1 ,,
A family of 'polar* coordinates for F on U(ex).
The orhit paths through (y^y* )£^l(yt > 0 ) for A (x), 
x £ U(ex), intersect the line y*= 1  (and any line parallel to it)
Remark. It is in fact not neccessary to obtain explicit 
formulas for e^(x) in standard coordinates. However I give 
them "below to indicate the technical problems of working 
in standard coordinates .
„ /V(x)-Ca b,t
point of intersection , : lR\ -* is
a continuous function of (y( ,y, ) and 
x e U(ex).
Let (y, ,y* ) = tan 1 (r?, (y, ,y*) ) , y* > 0
= % ,( . - % )  , y* = 0 , y,> 0 , (y,< 0).
Vft, S' , is a continuous function of (y ,y, )
and x € U(ex) .
= y.‘ , y. = o .
( a more natural choice would have been (y,2 + y^tanv,.(y, , y ,  ) ) Y1 
however the former simplifies later work ).
The'straightening out' homeomorphisra is given by:-
<3-f(x) : (y, ,y* ) *-*■ ( rF, , vf„ )
For x e P(ex) ,
where X(x) = Af(x) = ,li(x) .
y fx (y, ,y*) = tan'( _si
y.
rfx (y, ,y,) = ( y* + ( y. y ,t o,
For x t  ü(fx)
where k F(x) = Af(x) - Al(x) •
Note. as X
Another family of 'polar' coordinates for F on U(^c).
The family of 'polar* coordinates already defined on U(ex)
are clearly well defined near hut not on U(lex). In 
Betting up a local conjugacy on U(ex), the question must 
he asked ay to what determines whether a local conjugacy 
on U(ex) extends to a local conjugacy on U(lex). This 
question has already heen considered in theorem 2.1 . .
A new consideration arises in the present problem. Namely, 
any local conjugacy near D(lex) must send eigenvectors 
to eigenvectors (they are no longer fixed as in theorem 2.1 .) 
Any simple conjugacy defined in terms of the (r6 , T F j -  
coordinates (shove), does not send eigenvectors to 
eigenvectors. We therefore construct another family of 
'polars' on U(£x). They will he based on a local linear 
equivalence between F and Endn(E) (see chapter 3.)
Define a linear change of coordinates 
AJ : - * ^  , such that,
A * (y, ,y*) = (y( + _y* , y. ) , xe u(3x) .
kTu)
(Al gives the linear equivalence between Aí(x) i 
o /.(x)
and
Then we'straighten out* with respect to this new "basis 
as in theorem 2.1. , i.e. define CS> (x) : * / £ * ,  x t  U(^x)
as the composite map:-
(7, .Z- )•
t ? *F*
(l(y, ♦ _ * _ >  * j£“T  «“ "fa 1 kr- (x; yi >( y, + _ Zi-» »  )*M i )
^  (x)(yv $y*.) = (xfc. ) •
— • --------------------------
The transition from one family of ’polars' to another.
V?e have a family of 'polars' for F with the required
properties near U(lex) defined on U(£x), and a family defined
on U(ex). The families are not equivalent . Hence we require
an intermediate stage ’between’ U(ex) and U(lex). Fortunately
there is a natural ’segmentation’ of U(ex) associated with
P that enables us to effect a continuous transition from
one family of'polars*to the other . The segmentation ia
defined by the sets (  xi U(ex) /  hp(x) = const.[ ; 1\; (x) = 1
on 0(ex) and hf(x) = '« ' on O(lex) .
Define segF(n,m) = j xs U(ex) /  m  h f(x)s m j|
and segr-(n,<») = ^xt D(ex)/ n ( h f(x)<toI
(Note. A similar segmentation is
defined by the function
d*„(x) = £‘ (x) — @f(x) , in a
r iog|AT*)T
neighbourhood ofx«iX(Id) for P and G in End,,
The required family of ’polars' for F on P(ex) .
Before defining the final choice for a family of 'polars ' 
for P ,( (sf )» we make the following observations
motivating our choice
(i). If s H (y, ,jr* ) (y, »y. )/(r'.(y. , 7 % l(r,. (y, ,y. )/
,  0
e K (/,(x)y, + y*. ^(x)y-) - jj
= Xi(x)sri (y, ,Zx)
x<; U($x5
(11), Fix (y, ,y* ) t /R l . tanvpjy, ,y* ) , (y^ > 0 ), is the point 
of Intersection of the orhit ofA'i*) through (y, »y* ) with 
the line yx = 1  , whereas tanvf'(y, fy* ) is the point of
orj T ^ y ^ y J  = tan'(tan vFJy, , y j  +_1_. ) .k F(x)
We have , v ^  (y, ,y, )<-> vf'(y, .y, ) defines a horaeomorphism
defines a homeomorphism of S as (y,»yz) ranges over the 
orhit paths of X  (x) « for each £ (x) , xt D(ex).
The ’straightening out ' function C£ is defined as 
follows
On segp(l, *>>
cr, (i) (y, ,y,) - (r,, ) •
On segp(2>g) S P UAf*
where £ : segP (2,3 ) ^  [0,lj is the function such that 
S (x) = (hf (x) - 2 ).
On BegP(3,^),
crF : UiexJxlR1 — » U i e x ) * ^  , ia a home omorph ism.
Define F3" = o>•F|u(ex)»cr/' , then Ff maps (s„x to
of S' , as (y ,y * ) ranges over the orhit paths ofAF(x), 
(for example fix y2 and let y, range overR  ). Note also 
that
o’, (x) (y, )
crf(x)(y, ,y4 ) = (r/x .▼/. )
Similarly define C£: Uiexjx^*'— » U(ex)x|£z , and 0 a~ 
Gfmaps (s^.tocJ to (A*;(x)a6c , c£>0, )  ,
A deleted local conjugacy on U(ex).
Define $  :(U - £  (Shear )xfT , 0* ) - 
such that^jtJ(ex) = a z ' 1» a~f ,
where ^  1 b defined as follows
(D - J  (Shear )«£*, 0X ) ,
On segf(lf2 ) ,
. ¿ u  =
On segF(2,3),
$r(sF. i> ) =
On 8egF(3 ,cD),
§:<■*■ t  ( ¿ > f j  -
ZOO
Note that in 8egF(3,°°)n segfr(3 ,oo) , the homeomorphism § x 
is similar to that defined in theorem 2.1. near U(lex), 
with a linear change in coordinates . Thus it is easily 
checked that f extends naturally to U(lex) , such that:-
$ , ( y , )  -  (  ( y  ♦  ^ > 1 *  *  •
On U(sd)f>, is defined "by a similar explicit formula .
On U(ctX&is defined as on U(ex) , and thence on U(lct).
Thus $ is the required deleted local conjugacy at XotX(Shear)
) .7*2 0.
3.8. Remarks on the Extension of a Deleted Local Conjugacy 
to a Local Conjugacy .
It is apparent from the above that any deleted local 
conjugacy in the neighbourhood of x=£2. (Shear),when expressed 
in standard coordinates is extremely complicated; and 
deciding when, how or if, a deleted conjugacy extends to a 
local conjugacy is very difficult. It seems reasonable to
nconjecture that a neccessary condition for a deleted
conjugacy to extend is that 'c (x) = 1 for xf D(Shear).
It is very likely that the condition is not sufficient .
In section 2. , a deleted local conjugacy was constructed
(effectively) in a neighbourhood of x„t£(Id) , that extended
to a local conjugacy. It is reasonably certain (though
difficult to prove) that this extension was possible for
two reasons. Firstly we assumed that c(x) = 1  on U(Id),
and secondly we assumed F and G satisfied the /f -condition
i.e. that AF ( x )  eM° if and only if Ae (x)e/T , x f O .
The /(“-condition ensured that any conjugacy constructed
sent spirals to spirals and non-spirals to non-spirals.
The analogous situation in the neighbourhood of a Shear
is greatly complicated by the behavior of the eigenvectors.
The eigenvectors of Af(x), xi D(li) , coalesce as Af(x)approaches
not only } ]  , but also [o \ ] (the rate at which this
happens is determined by the function k F ( x )  = X ( x )  -  AF.(x) ).
A condition that effectively'matches up' orbit systems
would need to be firstly in terms of the segmentations
of 0 determined by F and G (e.g. eegF (n,m) c seg6(n,m) for all
n.me Z ) and secondly of the form kF (x) 1 as x - *  D(Shear)
k b ( x )
Even under these severe restrictions I have been unable 
to construct a deleted conjugacy on any segment that extended.
It is clear that a detailed analysis of local conjugacy in 
a neighbourhood of a Shear is best attempted in terms of 
the natural segmentations. One may alternately view such 
an analysis as a study of local conjugacy on the 'blown up' 
neighbourhood of a singular point (that is a point in D(Shear)
A b a final conment on the ' matching up' problem 
for orbit systems (cf. M .9— condition ) , we give the 
following picture showing the images of the sets f k F(x) = const.] 
and f h F(x) = const.] under the map Ar in M.<, y x e l H e x ) .
4, The Local Classification Problem for 0 x 0  and -Null.
4-1 . Bifurcation diagrams and stratification near Null and Q*-0 
From the picture overleaf showing the stratificationj7of^ 
in a neighbourhood of Null in the hyperplane <fw,= 
we deduce that any two-dimensional disc transversal to S 
containing a Ox 0 , bifurcates as shown below.
The four dimensional bifurcation diagram for Null is obtained 
by rotating/Hj about its boundary plane (see section 2 )

4.2. Some Conjectures
0 x 0 .
The difficulty of establishing local conjugacies in a 
neighbourhood of a 0 » 0 matrix is mainly due to the 
technical problem of finding simple homeomorphisms 
conjugating matrices of the type [o l ]  (any generic 
neighbourhood of a 0 * 0 contains matrices of this type).
It may well be that the pointwise equivalence of endomorphisms 
in a neighbourhood of a 0 * 0 does not automatically imply 
their local equivalence,(compare the O-eigenvalue problem 
for real 1» 1 matrices ). It seems possible that further 
criteria need to be considered , to establish local 
equivalence.
Null.
The difficulty of constructing local conjugacies in a 
neighbourhood of Null is again partly technical (any generic 
neighbourhood of Null contains 0* 0 matrices ). In the 
deleted local classification problem (deleting 0 * 0  and Null) 
there is still the problem of various 'obstructions' to 
constructing deleted conjugacies . I conjecture that : 
if P,Oi End(E) are p. t. e. (f> ) in some neighbourhood of x^Sl(Null) 
then P and G are deleted l.t.e. t y ) at x„ , provided 'certain 
obstructions ' are zero . There are,I beleive, two obstruction 
conditions . The first of these is analogous to that for 
the local classification o n ^ (0) for complex line bundles 
(see chapter 2.3. ) , suitably rephrased for the present
situation . The second is a 'mod. 2' obstruction describdd
below
Let End(E) .
Define £  (A,0) = { x e  X - X, (Null)/AF (x) has at least one eigenvalt F zero
Let x.él/A.O) . Define a map 2 f(A.O)-* (8 ' , &£(*-) ) 
such that $£(x) = "t® 11 j »
^Note that if AF ( x )  is singular AF, ( x ) ,Aj( x )  = Ai ( x ) . A » ( x )  ).
Conjecture. Assume I, (A, 0) is locally path connected.
Let F,G t End (E) he p.t.e. (5O  in a neighbourhood V of 
Xe<r(Null) . Then P and G are cci l.t.e. (j¿) at x c » if 
for each neighbourhood U C V of x a >
2 ( r  + X * )*(■*■' < ° n ) > * °  (mod*8) •
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